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Although teacher questioning has been deemed an essential component

of instruction in general education, little systematic investigation

has been done to document teacher questioning strategies, student

responses, or relationships between these variables in special

education classrooms. The purpose of this study was to examine and

describe the types of questioning strategies used by teachers of

exceptional students during reading instruction, the types of responses

produced by their students, and the relationships between teacher

questioning and student responding. Observations were conducted in

14 varying exceptionalities classrooms and comparative analyses

completed. Selected aspects of teacher questioning, wait-time,

follow-up to pupil answers, and student responses were observed and

recorded on the Classroom Information Form developed for this study.

Frequencies and percentages of the various types of questions and

follow-up, occurrences of extended teacher wait-time, and student
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responses, as well as Pearson product moment correlations between

aspects of teacher questioning and student responding, were calculated

and discussed in relation to previous teacher effectiveness literature.

The special education teachers observed used primarily recall

questions, approximately half as many application questions, 14

percent status questions, and very few questions involving amplification,

evaluation, behavior, or opinion. Only 4 percent of the academic
%

questions asked were accompanied by extended teacher wait-time, and

approximately half of these questions involving wait-time were

answered correctly. The most frequently used types of teacher

feedback were simple confirmation and general praise for congruent

pupil responses, and focusing/cueing or giving information for

incorrect answers. Great variability in use of various strategies

was noted among individual teachers, with essentially similar student

scores on the Ginn tests. Averages of 63.5 percent of orally presented

academic questions and 87.5 percent of written questions on the Ginn

tests were answered correctly by students. Few statistically

significant correlations resulted between questioning and response

variables. Given the inconclusiveness of these results and the

variability of strategies used, further research regarding specific

aspects of questioning appears warranted.

• • •
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Increased enrollments in private schools, headlines decrying

school problems and criticizing educators, and television specials

expounding the crises in our schools are all symptoms of an acute

lack of confidence in public education (Goldberg § Harvey, 1983;

"Help!", 1980; Plisko, 1983). Even some members of the college

community openly ridicule teaching as a career choice, while

recognizing that quality teachers are critically needed in public

education (Dunne, 1984). Politicians, parent groups, and

administrators attribute the problems of the public schools and

lack of student achievement to incompetent and poorly trained

teachers. The popular opinion is that professors in schools of

education simply are not doing an adequate job of preparing skilled

and effective teachers. Both teachers and teacher trainers have

been accused of lacking professionalism and expertise.

Background and Need for Study

In an attempt to improve training and to elevate teaching to

professional status in the eyes of critics, considerable effort has

been expended to identify a body of specific knowledge and skills

relevant to successful teaching. Educators assumed that once skills
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(competencies) were delineated, teachers could be trained to master

them to improve their effectiveness (i.e., influence on student

learning). This competency-based teacher education movement of the

1970fs was readily endorsed by a public demanding concrete signs of

improvement in teacher preparation and by the majority of

professional educators (Medley, Soar, § Soar, 1975).

Teacher Effectiveness Research

In the past decade much of the research concerning teacher

education reflected the attempt to not only specify what teachers

should do, but determine the effects of specific teacher behaviors

on student achievement and performance. In most cases, competency

lists generated during the competency-based teacher education movement

were the product of a consensus of expert opinions about what skilled

teachers do in their classrooms rather than a systematic investigation

of specific teaching strategies (Heath $ Nielson, 1974; Shores, Burney,

§ Wiegerink, 1976). The next logical research step was to empirically

determine which of the specified competencies were essential for

promoting student learning. Several areas that were studied include

classroom management and organization, presentation of subject matter,

grouping and scheduling, and student and teacher initiations and

responses Most of the teacher effectiveness research has been

conducted with general education populations. A portion of these

studies has been focused on teacher questioning and student

responding.



Teacher Questioning

Teacher questioning deals with the way the teacher uses inquiry

to promote student responding during learning interactions. Questions

help teachers determine if students remember or understand what was

taught and if they can apply this knowledge. Subfunctions of questions

include focusing student attention, expanding student responses,

encouraging participation, managing student behavior, and supporting

students in their efforts to learn (Hunkins, 1970; Wilen, 1982).

Teachers also use questions to provoke thought and interest, assess

background knowledge and learning difficulties of students, review,

clarify, draw conclusions, and reinforce student learning (Crump,

1970).

Aspects of teacher questioning that have been investigated

include types and cognitive levels of questions asked to initiate

instructional interactions, teacher wait-time used in questioning,

and follow-up to student responses. Teacher question types include

rote/recall questions frequently referred to in the literature as

’’lower-order” or ’’lower cognitive level” questions, and use/application

questions often referred to as ’’higher-order” or ’’higher cognitive

level” questions. Still other types of questions noted have been

open-ended (no wrong answer), amplification/elaboration, behavioral,

and status questions.

Teacher wait-time is that period of time between the end of a

teacher question and the beginning of a student response or the time

between the end of a student response and the teacher’s follow-up to
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that response. Of primary interest are occurrences of teacher

wait-times equalling or exceeding three seconds--the wait-time

identified by researchers such as Rowe (1974) as optimal for promoting

desirable student responding.

Teacher follow-up strategies include general and specific praise,

telling responses to confirm or correct, focusing/cueing responses,

redirection, acceptance, and criticism or command responses to student

answers. Teacher follow-up strategies typically vary with the type of

response the student makes to questions posed during instruction.

That questioning strategies are an integral part of teaching and

bear further investigation has been documented in a variety of studies.

As early as 1912, Stevens estimated that approximately four-fifths

of the school day was spent in question-answer recitations. More recent

investigators also found that teachers ask hundreds of questions in the

course of an average school day. Guzak (1967), for example, found that

in approximately five hours of classroom observations, second grade

teachers asked a total of 878 questions and fourth grade teachers asked

a total of 725 questions. Ten primary grade teachers asked an average

of 348 questions each during the school day in a study by Floyd

(1960). Gall (1970) reported similar high numbers of questions in

her summary of other descriptive questioning studies. Additional

questions are encountered by students in their texts and on examinations.

Aschner (1961) described the teacher as "a professional question-maker"

and others (Gall, 1970; Hyman, 1979; Wilen, 1982) consider questions

the basic unit underlying most methods of classroom teaching.
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Student Responding

Student responses to various types of teacher questions have also

been investigated in the context of general education. This component

of instructional interactions includes correct or congruent student

responses, incorrect or incongruent responses, MI don!t know"

responses, or no response at all to questions posed. Responses may

be made to oral or written questions.

Student responses are of major importance as indicators of the

effects that teacher questioning and instruction have upon students1

learning. They are an observable, measurable demonstration of how

well the student recognizes and recalls what has been taught and how

well he or she can apply this knowledge or skill. Using student

responses, teachers and concerned others can gain insights into and

make educated estimates of students1 educational levels, background

knowledge, learning strengths and weaknesses, need for additional or

modified instruction, progress, and mastery of knowledge and skills.

Pupil responses are also used to assess teacher effectiveness by

comparing responses that students make on various measures before and

after instruction. While other influences besides teacher behaviors

may affect student outcomes, student responses on evaluation measures

are widely accepted as an indication of teacher skill, accountability,

and effectiveness.

Questioning and Responding in Special Education Settings

While there is ample evidence that questions and answers are an

important part of regular education, information about teacher
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questioning strategies and student responding in special education

instruction is currently lacking. Since handicapped children whose

learning and behavior patterns deviate from the classroom norms are

still being referred for special services in increasing numbers, the

questioning competencies required for teachers who provide special

education for exceptional students may differ in some ways from those

required for teachers of nonhandicapped students. Teacher questioning

practices in special education classrooms may or may not resemble those

evident in general education settings.

Differences may also exist in the number and types of student

responses to teacher questions in special education classrooms.

Responding to questions in oral or written form provides a type of

practice for students, a degree of which is essential in the acquisition

and mastery stages of learning (Lovitt, 1977). Successful practice was

found to positively influence the performance of low-achieving students

in several major teacher effectiveness studies (Brophy § Evertson,

1977; Rosenshine, 1983; Stevens § Rosenshine, 1981). Other researchers

have found that special education students require even more practice

than do general education students to acquire new concepts (Hall,

Delaquandri, Greenwood, § Thurston, 1982).

Documentation of student responding as well as various aspects of

teacher questioning in special classes seemed warranted. Although

some patterns of effective questioning and responding were identified

by previous investigators, their findings were mixed, and few

researchers studied classrooms containing exceptional students. The



need remained for careful investigation into which questioning

strategies were used with particular populations of students before

sound recommendations for best practices could be made.

Problem Statement

Teacher questioning has been deemed an essential component of

instruction and a tool to accomplish a variety of objectives.

Investigators conducting research with general education populations

have found certain questioning patterns used in normal classrooms have

a positive influence on student responding and achievement. Little

systematic investigation had been done, however, into questioning

strategies used in classrooms containing exceptional students.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to examine the types of questioning

strategies used by teachers of exceptional students during reading

instruction, the types of responses produced by students, and the

relationships between teacher questioning strategies and student

responses. Specifically, classroom observations were conducted to

address the following questions:

1. What types of questions (e.g., rote/recall, use/application)

do special education teachers use to initiate interaction during

reading instruction in selected elementary level varying exceptionalities

classrooms?

2. What is the nature of teacher wait-time (wait-times equaling

or exceeding three seconds vs. shorter wait-times) used during reading

instruction in selected elementary level varying exceptionalities

classrooms?
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3. What types of follow-up strategies (e.g., praise, telling,

focusing) do special education teachers use to respond to student

answers during reading instruction in selected elementary level

varying exceptionalities classrooms?

4. What types of student responses (e.g., correct, incorrect)

occur following teacher questions during reading instruction in

selected elementary level varying exceptionalities classrooms?

5. What is the nature of the relationships between selected

teacher questioning variables (types of questions, teacher wait-time,

and types of follow-up) and student responses to oral and written

questions in elementary level varying exceptionalities classrooms?

6. What is the nature of the relationship between student

responses to oral questions posed during reading instruction and

responses to written questions on the Ginn reading series mastery

tests given in elementary level varying exceptionalities classes?

Rationale

Justification for investigating teacher questioning strategies and

student responding in special education classrooms rested on the fact

that very little documentation of teacher questioning and student

responding in these classrooms exists, and that teacher effectiveness

research findings and competencies based primarily on studies conducted

with general education students are currently being used as a foundation

for the training and evaluation of exceptional education teachers. The

necessity of specifically describing teacher questioning behavior and

student responding in special education classes to gain insights for
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validating or revising and improving exceptional education teacher

training and classroom instruction was apparent.

Teacher questioning is a major dimension of several evaluation/

observation systems used to study teachers1 behaviors and

effectiveness (Amidon PT Hunter, 1966; Flanders, 1970; Gallagher §

Ashner, 1968; Medley, 1973; Soar, Soar, § Ragosta, 1971). In many

instances, relatively high correlations have been found between

questioning behaviors of teachers observed during instruction and

pupil achievement (Good, 1979; Medley, 1977; Rosenshine, 1976).

In some cases, competencies, including aspects of teacher

questioning, based upon findings of these same teacher effectiveness

studies have replaced expert opinion competency lists as a foundation

for teacher observation, training, and evaluation programs. In the

state of Florida, for example, for Florida Performance Measurement

System (FPMS) has been implemented to improve beginning teacher skills

through a comprehensive program of support, training, and documentation

of generic teaching competencies. The FPMS addresses six domains

corresponding to categories of teacher behavior. The domains include

planning, management of student conduct, communication, presentation

of subject matter, instructional organization and development, and

testing. Developers of the system saw fit to include supporting

evidence from teacher effectiveness research and recommendations for

various aspects of teacher questioning skills in five out of six of

these domains.

The system is supported by 64 of the 67 Florida school districts,

all nine public universities, and 10 private colleges and universities
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in the state (Handbook of the FPMS, 1981). Considering the substantial

efforts and resources already invested in this system since its

inception in 1978, its initial success in providing a measure of

teacher behavior, and the wide base of support given the FPMS by

professional educators and the legislature in Florida, it seems

highly probable that the instrument will continue to be used in the

foreseeable future. Proposals are also being made to use the FPMS

indicators delineated as effective and ineffective teaching practices

as part of the evaluation criteria for making merit pay decisions for

Florida teachers.

In the context of the FPMS, the same teacher behaviors will be

used to train and evaluate the performance of both general and special

education teachers. Most of the research offered to support the

recommended questioning techniques in the FPMS and typical

instructional methods texts, however, has been done with normal school

populations and their teachers. Few investigations have been conducted

to document the applicability of the suggested questioning practices to

exceptional education teachers in special classrooms. Investigation

into the types of questioning strategies most effectively used in

different facets of special instruction may yield insights for

improving exceptional education teacher observation, training, and

performance.

Definition of Terms

The following definitions of terms important to this investigation

were developed to insure greater consistency in interpreting results.
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Types of Teacher Questions

Open-ended/no wrong answer questions. The teacher asks questions

on students* values, feelings, or opinions that have no right or

wrong answers (Coker § Coker, 1982, p. 5).

Recall/rote information. The teacher asks for or elicits recall

of names, descriptions, phrases, definitions, attributes, traits,

characteristics, etc. regarding simple facts or events, fixed

structures, stable phenomena, or lawful one-to-one relationships

(Coker Coker, 1982, p. 6).

Use or application. The teacher asks for use or application of

knowledge concepts, using the concept in order to solve a problem.

The cognitive task involves a transformation of data provided in the

original learning situation (Coker § Coker, 1982, p. 6).

ion of student*s own idea or

work. The teacher asks student to extend or elaborate student’s own

idea or answer, or to support answer with evidence. The teacher asks

student to evaluate student’s own work (Coker $ Coker, 1982, p. 6).

Amplification/evaluation/elaboration of other student’s ideas or

work. The teacher asks student to judge comparative value of answers

or suggestions of others. The teacher asks students to elaborate upon

another student’s remarks (Coker § Coker, 1982, p. 7).

Status. The teacher asks question seeking status of a student or

a group at the moment. These can be procedural or substantive questions

(Coker S Coker, 1982, p. 7).
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Teacher Wait-Time

Wait-time. The time between the end of a teacher question and

the beginning of a student response or the time between the student

response and teacher follow-up to that response.

Types of Student Responses

Congruent/correct responses are responses that satisfy substantive

intents of teacher initiated questions (Guzak, 1967, p. 230).

Incongruent/incorrect responses are responses which fail in some

way (e.g., incomplete, inaccurate) to meet the intent of the teacher’s

question (Guzak, 1967, p. 230).

No answer refers to a complete lack of response from the student

to a teacher’s question. No judgment as to whether or not the student

knows the answer to the question is made.

Types of Teacher Follow-up to Student Responses

Praise with explanation. The teacher responds by giving approval

to enhance, maintain, or alter work or behavior of students, with

specific explanation about what is right or good about the work

(Coker $ Coker, 1982, p. 7).

Praise without explanation. The teacher responds verbally or

nonverbally, giving approval but withholding explanation of why the

work was acceptable; general and nonspecific praise (Coker § Coker,

1982, p. 8).

Tells/gives information. The teacher responds to student’s

substantive question, correct answer, or comment with acknowledgement;

brief confirmation that answer or comment was acceptable (Coker $

Coker, 1982, p. 8).
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Wrong answer/no answer/gives information. The teacher informs

student that the answer is wrong and/or gives substantive information.

This includes events in which a student does not give an answer

(Coker § Coker, 1982, p. 8).

Focusing or cueing. The teacher narrows the focus of student

attention by cueing, prompting, or giving hints (Coker 5 Coker, 1982,

P. 9).

Asks another student. The teacher asks another student to give

answer if one student or group fails to answer or gives wrong answer.

This category also includes the teacher deferring to another student

for an answer if a student asks a question (Coker ?7 Coker, 1982, p. 9).

Accepts/checks perception. The teacher accepts or rephrases

student1s substantive work or comment, but is neutral in response and

keeps the idea in discussion. The teacher is accepting with no

commitment as to whether the response is accurate or not, or rephrases,

checking the teacherTs own perception (Coker § Coker, 1982, p. 8).

Uses and extends. The teacher uses or extends substantive idea,

comment, or answer of student. Teacher uses student's verbalization

as a "bridge"--f?let1 s follow that idea for a while" (Coker $ Coker,

1982, p. 9).

Criticizes/commands. The teacher criticizes student for
#

inadequate answer or for behavior which is inappropriate. This

includes sarcastic remarks by the teacher directed toward the students

and commands by the teacher to students using negative affect (Coker

§ Coker, 1982, p. 11).
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Additional Definitions

Success rate is the percentage of correctly answered oral questions

asked during reading instruction or written questions included on the

Ginn reading mastery tests.

Varying exceptionalities students are students including those

classified as having learning disabilities (LD), emotional handicaps

(EH), or educable mental handicaps (EMH) who meet Alachua County

criteria for these handicaps and are placed in resource room settings

serving students from all three categories. (See Appendix A for

complete eligibility criteria for the various age levels and

categories of special students.)

Delimitations of the Study

The scope of the study has been delimited in a number of ways.

First, the study has been restricted geographically to Alachua County,

Florida. Second, the study was conducted with elementary-aged varying

exceptionalities students. In addition, the study was limited to

teachers who volunteered to participate with their students in this

research.

Limitations of the Study

Care should be exercised in extrapolating the results of the study

to other geographic areas and age levels, as well as to other categories

of exceptional students. The particular demographic characteristics

of Alachua County and the fact that LD, EH, and EMH students in this

county are served in varying exceptionalities classes rather than in



self-contained classes may limit generalizability of findings to other

geographical areas with different service arrangements. The vagueness

of the LD, EH, and EMH definitions and the specific criteria used in

Alachua County for placement of students into special education

classes may contribute to differences from other students similarly

labeled but by different criteria to which the findings might be

applied. Finally, the willingness of the volunteering teachers to

take part in this research may indicate a different motivational set

than that of teachers reluctant to participate in such projects and,

as such, may affect the results for purposes of comparison.

Summary

The identification of teacher questioning practices used in special

education classrooms for the mildly handicapped was addressed in this

study. Researchers conducting studies with general education students

have found certain patterns of teacher questioning to be positively

correlated with student achievement and responses. Little systematic

investigation has been done to document questioning techniques used

in special education classrooms or the relationships that particular

types of questions asked, various methods of responding to student

answers, and extended teacher wait-time have with exceptional student

performance. This study was done in an attempt to clarify these

patterns and relationships by observing and recording student-teacher

interactions in elementary level varying exceptionalities classrooms

serving mildly handicapped students. Question levels, teacher wait-time,

follow-up to student responses, and pupil success rates during
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questioning and on reading mastery tests were described and compared.

Findings of researchers studying similar factors with nonhandicapped

populations provided the basis for subsequent discussion.



CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The purpose of Chapter II is to provide a summary and analysis of

the professional literature relevant to teacher questioning practices.

This chapter is divided into five sections. First, selection criteria

for the literature reviewed and teacher effectiveness concerns are

addressed. In the following sections, an overview of teacher

questioning research and investigations into question types, teacher

wait-time, teacher follow-up used in questioning interactions, and

student responding are presented and discussed. The relationship of

teacher questioning and student responding to special education is also

examined.

Selection of Relevant Literature

The review was begun with the setting of criteria for inclusion

and the sources of references. Literature was reviewed from 1965 to

the present since this time period covered most of the correlational

and experimental studies related to teacher competencies and

effectiveness bearing on the topic of teacher questioning. Previous

studies cited or referenced in the literature reviewed were also

considered.

17
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Literature concerning teacher questioning practices chosen for

review had to meet the following criteria:

1. Direct observation and documentation had to be included

in the methodology.

2. Investigations had to take place in the United States.

3. Only teacher performance, competency, or effectiveness

studies investigating aspects of teacher questioning were

included.

4. Student subjects of the studies had to be of elementary

or middle school age (grades 1-6) or receiving instruction

in whole class or group situations in classrooms at the

elementary or middle school level.

5. Subject matter had to involve reading or reading-type

lessons, including sight vocabulary, use of context clues,

recall and comprehension, or application and interpretation

of passages read.

The initial references meeting selection criteria were carefully

analyzed. Studies included in this review were based on the

investigator’s judgments of (a) completeness of description of

procedures used to arrive at conclusions, (b) generalizability of

relationships or results to some population beyond the sample studied,

(c) completeness of description of sample, training procedures, and

observer reliability, and (d) clarity of processes or behaviors being

observed in the study. Sources of the literature reviewed included

Educational Resources Information Clearinghouse (ERIC), Current Index
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to Journals in Education (CIJE), Education Index, Exceptional Child

Education Resource (ECER), Dissertation Abstracts International, and

Psychological Abstracts.

Descriptors used in this literature search included questions,

questioning, questioning techniques, inquiry, teaching techniques,

teaching methods, teacher effectiveness, teacher competencies, teacher

performance, teacher behavior, discussion techniques, directed

discussion, teacher effectiveness evaluation, teacher-student

interaction, interrogative strategies, information seeking, group

instruction, teacher responses, teaching models, teaching styles,

wait-time, teacher feedback, reading, and reading instruction.

Literature identified must have been available through the University

of Florida library or inter-library loan system.

Teacher Effectiveness Concerns

In the past two decades teachers have come under increasing

scrutiny and criticism as student test scores declined, discipline in

the classroom deteriorated, and the supply of quality teachers diminished.

The public called for increased accountability, professionalism, and

student progress from educators. Many blamed teacher preparation programs

for producing poorly trained teachers. Increased standards and quality

of training to produce professional teachers of greater expertise were

demanded by critics of education programs (Goldberg $ Harvey, 1983;

"Help!", 1980).

Partly in response to public criticism and demands, attempts were

made to identify competencies essential for effective classroom teaching.
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With this competency-based teacher education (CBTE) movement of the

1970*s came an emphasis on developing techniques for recording and

evaluating teacher performance, and validating teacher training programs

in terms of the competencies demonstrated by interns and graduates

(Medley, Soar, § Soar, 1975). Statements regarding questioning

behaviors were often included on lists of teacher competencies

developed during this time.

Most of the competencies specified as desirable, including those

relating to teacher questioning, were formulated on the basis of

expert opinion rather than empirical investigation (Shores, Burney, §

Wiegerink, 1976). Thus a teacher or intern who demonstrated behaviors

listed as competencies was deemed acceptable or outstanding, but how

those behaviors actually affected learning was still conjecture.

Research to empirically determine the effects of specific teacher

behaviors on student achievement followed. The majority of these teacher

effectiveness studies was done in elementary level classrooms, many with

primarily low socioeconomic status (SES) students. In many of these

studies, teacher questioning proved to be an important variable in

teacher effectiveness.

Once findings of early teacher effectiveness research became known,

professionals revising competency lists to better assess teacher

performance had a more data-based foundation for doing so. The results

of the teacher effectiveness studies were also reflected in recent

classroom and teacher observation instruments such as the Florida

Performance Measurement System (FPMS) (Handbook of the FPMS, 1981) and
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the Classroom Observations Keyed for Effectiveness Research (COKER)

(Coker q Coker, 1982) employed as measurement devices in efforts to

further improve teacher training and to increase objectivity in teacher

evaluation. Many of these instruments included questioning behaviors

as integral components of teacher performance.

The Florida Performance Measurement System, for example, has been

implemented to improve beginning teacher skills through a comprehensive

program of support, training, and documentation of teaching competencies.

Competencies and related effective and ineffective indicators based on

teacher effectiveness research were incorporated into the FPMS. Five

of the six domains included in the FPMS deal with various aspects of

teacher questioning skills. Teacher questioning behaviors deemed

effective and ineffective were chosen on the basis of research findings

of studies done almost exclusively with general education students.

The system, however, will be used to evaluate the performance of both

general education and special education teachers in Florida.

Very little teacher effectiveness research comparable to that done

with general education populations could be found in the special

education literature. Also lacking was research specifically documenting

questioning strategies used by special education teachers with their

students or suggesting which types of questioning behaviors were most

effective in promoting exceptional student learning responses or

achievement. Consequently this review was focused on reporting and

analyzing the findings of effectiveness studies done with nonspecial

education students. The field research done for this study was an

attempt to describe teacher questioning and student responding behaviors
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and relationships with a select group of special education students

and their teachers.

Teacher Questioning

Teacher questioning deals with the way the teacher uses inquiry

to promote student responding during learning interactions. Questions

are used both to initiate various types of responses depending upon

the level of the question and to provide a means of evaluating student

knowledge and skills before and after instruction. Specific aspects

of teacher questioning that have been investigated include types and

cognitive levels of questions asked, teacher wait-time used in

questioning interactions, and follow-up to student responses.

Types of Teacher Questions

Researchers such as Bloom (1956) and Guilford (1956) provided a

theoretical foundation for investigation of teacher question types by

identifying and classifying categories of cognitive functioning called

for by various questions. Two general classes of questions which

represent the various cognitive functions proposed by these theorists

are lower order and higher order questions. Rote and recognition

questions were assumed to require mental functioning at the lower end

of the cognitive hierarchies and were referred to as lower-order or

lower cognitive level questions. Application, evaluation, and synthesis

questions were credited with stimulating higher cognitive functioning

and were considered higher-order or higher cognitive level questions.

Most of the investigations into question types involved one or both of

these major categories of questions.
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A 1912 study done by Stevens is generally credited as the first

systematic study of teacher questioning (Davis, Morse, Rogers, §

Tinsley, 1969; Gall, 1970; Wilen, 1932). Stevens examined the role of

teacher questions and student answers in instruction. He found that

on the average 80 percent of the school day was occupied with

questioning and answering, with teachers verbalizing approximately

64 percent of the time and asking two to four questions per minute.

The majority of questions required simple recall of facts, that is,

was lower order questions.

Teacher questioning patterns have not changed appreciably according

to findings of more recent researchers. Guzak (1967), for example,

found that in approximately five hours of classroom observations,

second grade teachers asked a total of 878 questions and fourth grade

teachers asked a total of 725 questions. Ten primary grade teachers

asked an average of 348 questions each during the school day in a study

by Floyd (1960), and Gall (1970) reported similar high numbers of

questions in her summary of other dissertation studies focusing on

questioning.

Over the years, improved instrumentation allowed researchers to

more objectively describe and analyze teacher questioning behaviors

in the classroom (Amidon q Hunter, 1966; Flanders, 1970). Training

programs were primarily intended to increase the number of higher level

questions asked by teachers in an attempt to stimulate higher cognitive

level thinking in students (Wilen, 1982). Validation of such training

programs and investigation of the effects of question types and
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strategies on pupil performance have been the focus of the most recent

research involving teacher questioning.

Effectiveness of lower-order questions. Research findings

regarding types of questions as they relate to student achievement

are mixed (see Table 1). Results are probably best stated as trends

according to reviews done by Good (1979), Medley (1977), and Rosenshine

(1976, 1983). Lower order questions tend to be positively related to

achievement, especially with lower SES samples. Higher order questions
&

tend to be unrelated or negatively related to achievement in the

elementary grades. These trends are supported in the work of Brophy

and Evertson (1976), Coker, Lorentz, and Coker (1976), Soar (1973),

and Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974).

Both the Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974) and the Soar (1973) studies

were conducted within the Follow Through and Planned Variation projects

designed to insure variability in educational practice and therefore

may be considered more representative than studies done in traditional

classrooms where there is less variation across teachers (Good, 1979).

Both researchers obtained significant and consistent results supporting

the value of direct, convergent, low cognitive level questions used by

teachers in the primary grades (see Table 1).

Coker, Lorentz, and Coker (1976) also found that narrow questions

followed by immediate feedback correlated positively and significantly

with second graders1 reading and mathematics achievement. In a

follow-up study, some of these same researchers (Lorentz § Coker, 1980)

investigated classroom observation dimensions including low cognitive

level questions and found such questions to be significantly and
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#

SummaryofTeacherEffectivenessStudiesRelativetoQuestioningStrategies IndependentCorrelationAchievement
AuthorsSubjectsAreaVariablesDependentVariablestoAchievementMeasures

Analysis

Quasi-experimental
andExperimental
Research

Anderson,
271st

ReadingExposureto
Sustainingfeedback
+*

Metropolitan

F.vertson,
grade

22principles
aftererrorsand

Readinessand

Brophy,

teachers,

ofeffective
failurestorespond

Achievement

1979

middle

instruction
Minimizedredirection
+*

Test

class

vs.control
Rateofinteractions
+*

students

teachers

Percentofincorrect answersreceiving
_*

terminalfeedback Processfeedbackafter
+

incorrectresponses Praise Specificpraise

+*

Academiccriticism
NS

Studenterrorrates
_*

Failurestorespond
-

Contentcoverage

+

Studentsuccessrates
+*

Multiple Regression

^denotessignificantdifferencesbetween trainedandcontrolteachersonthis variable(infavoroftrainedgroup)

Comments:Otherpossiblereasonsforgroupdifferencesmayhaveincludedexpectancies,schools,andlevelofmaterial.Mostappropriatetechniquesdependedonobjectivesandpacingoflesson.Certainlow-levelvariablessignificantstatistically,butnotpractically.Overallmodeleasytotrainandimplementinclassroomsettings.



Table1--Continued AuthorsSubjectsArea
IndependentCorrelationtoAchievement VariablesDependentVariablesAchievementMeasures

Results

Gage,

4086th

Ecology

Teachers

Scoresonecology

Lowsoliciting

1976

graders

Unit

taughtfrom
testsandsubtests

(15%HCLand85%

four

scripts

(20itempreand

LCLquestions

teachers

varying

posttest,3item

plusTWTof

questioning
essay,and36item

approx.1sec.)

behaviors

multiplechoice

groupsoutscored

test)

highsoliciting (60%HCLand40% LCLquestionsplus TWT±3sec.) groupsontotal test,factrecall items,andHCL itemsfrom recitationssub¬ scale.Both groupsshowed gains.

Analysis ANCOVA

Comments:
Scriptsgreatlyincreasedinternalvalidityofstudy.Personalityandmanagementofteachermaystill haveinfluencedresults.Shortimplementationperiod(2weeks).Strongsupportforeffectivenessof questioningasageneraltechniqueforpromotinglearning.
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IndependentCorrelationtoAchievement

AuthorsSubjectsAreaVariablesDependentVariablesAchievementMeasures
Results

Analysis

Gall,

3366th

Ecology
Semiscripted
ScoresonComprehen

Ward,

graders

Unit

lessonswith
sionTestofBasic

Berliner,
Reading

varied

Skills,Ecology

Caben,

level

probing,

InformationTest,

Winne,

5.2;12

redirection,
EssayTest,Oral

Elashoff, Stanton, 1978

teachers

andnumber ofHCL questions given students; artactivity control group

Test,Transferand WordAssociation Tests

25%HCLquestionANCOVA/ groupssignifi-Regres- cantlyoutperformedsion75%HCLquestions groupsonknowledge acquisitionandHCL measures;50%groups outperformedothers on1oraland1 essaymeasure,but scoredloweron othertests; probingandre¬ directionhad littleeffect.

Comments:Highinternalvalidityofstudy.Thoroughinvestigationofteachers*useofandeffectsoftreatmentvariations.Otherteacherbehaviorsduringlessons(e.g.,feedback,wait-time,summarizing)mayhaveaffectedresultsdespitecontroladdedbyuseofscripts.
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DependentVariablesCorrelationtoAchievement
AuthorsSubjectsAreaConcerningQuestioningAchievementMeasuresAnalysisCorrelationalStudiesofTeacherEffectivenessRelativetoQuestioning Brophy531teachersReadingEvertson,1styr.,281974teachers 2ndyr.,15 highand13 lowSES schools, Grades2-3

HighSESLowSES

Givestheanswer+Givesanswerforpartlycorrectresponse +Givesanswerfor"Idon'tknow" ornoanswerfromstudent+Rephrases,givesclues,ornewquestionfornoanswerRephrasesorgivescluesforpartlycorrectanswer(simplematerial)+Repeatssamequestion+Repeats,asksnewquestionforpartlycorrectanswer(complexmaterial) Redirectionfornoanswer+Redirectionfor"Idon'tknow"+RedirectionforpartlycorrectanswerMCriticizesfornoansweror"don'tknow" +Criticizesforwronganswers+PercentcorrectanswersPercentincorrectanswers+

Pearson Product Moment Correlations

+

+

Metropolitan Achievement
+Subscales

+ M

M

(note:"+"=significantlypositive,=significantlynegative,and"M"=moderatepositivecorrelations)

Comments:Patternsofeffectiveteachingdifferedforhighervs.lowerSESstudents.Patternsweresimilartootherprocess-produceresearchfindings--mutuallysupportive,butrelativelyweakcorrelationsdespitestatisticalsignificance(])<.10).



Table1--Continued Authors Coker, Lorentz,
fiCoker, 1976 Comments: Englert, 1984 Comments:

SubjectsArea

DependentVariablesCorrelationstoAchievementConcerningQuestioningAchievementMeasuresAnalysis
601st,Readingand 602nd,Math 603-6th grade classes andteachers, highandlow SESstudents

HighSESLowSES

Conceptattainmentbydiscovery+ Narrowquestions++Immediatefeedback++Teacheravoidscausingdoubt
oruncertainty+

DifferencesforSESandgradelevelsnotasapparentasinotherstudies.
IowaTest ofBasic Skills

Factor analysis, correlational

52Readingand elementaryMath LDf,EMU resource students, 28student interns

Trialsperminute Correctrates PercentaccuracyErrorsprompted Reinforcement Statementofrules Statementofobjectives Useofconcreteexamples Precueing Errordrill

(SESnotconsidered)
Average

Multivariate
Learning

ANOVA

**

Score

★*

(White5

★

Haring)

*(Note:"**•»denotessignificance
* at£<.01;denotes significanceat£< .05)

*

Smallnfornumberofvariablesincludedinstudy.Findingssupportapplicationofdirectinstructionprinciplestospecialeducationpopulations.Tutorialmodelusedforinstructionratherthangroupinstruction.



Table1—Continued Authors

Subjects

Area

DependentVariables ConcerningQuestioning
Correlationsto Achievement

Achievement Measures

Analysis

Fisher,

25grade2,
Reading

HighSESLowSES
BTESReading

Multiple

Berliner,
21grade5

TestBattery

Regression

Filby,

teachers,

Allocatedtimeforreading
•++

Marliave,
highand

Engagedtimeduringreading
++

Cahen,

lowSES

%

Successratesofstudents
+NS(Note:
"NS"=nonsignificant)

§Dishaw,
students

1980 Comments:
Thoroughdescriptionof

sampling,procedures,andanalyses;year-longstudy,teacherself-reports
supportedbyobservations;SESnotconsideredavariableinanalyses;possiblesamplebias

since

teachersvolunteered;contentvalidityoftestunestablished.
Lorentz

535th

Language

Teacherstructuring

+

IowaTestof

ANC0VA--

$Coker,

and6th

Arts

Studentcorrectresponsesto

BasicSkills

contribution

1980

grade

teacherquestions

+

ofeach

teachers

Lowcognitivelevelquestions+
•

dimension

Teacherdiscussesstudentresponses+

calculated

Teacherhostileandrebuking

after

behavior

-

eliminating

Comments:

pretest, gradelevel, andSES

Studyexamined13of41dimensionsidentifiedasimportantinMedley*s(1977)review.AlldimensionsweresignificantlyrelatedtoatleastoneITOBSsubtest.
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DependentVariablesCorrelationstoAchievement
AuthorsSubjects.AreaConcerningQuestioningAchievementMeasures Soar,

130classes
Readingand
Openquestions

-

Lee-ClarkReading

1973

K-l,low

Math

Pupilself-evaluation

-

Readiness,WRAT,

SES

Low-levelquestions

+

MAT,Early

20classes

Quickteacherresponses
+

Childhood

Grade2,

Convergentquestions,drill,

Inventory,

lowSES

pupilresponding

+

Stanford

Teacheramplifiesstudentresponses
-

Achievement

Openquestions,freeinquiryvs. closed,text-orientedquestions andteacherevaluation

Tests

Comments:
Bothhighandlowinferenceobservationinstrumentsused.Supportsuseof

lowcognitivelevel

interactions
topromote

academicgrowthinelementarygrades.
Soarfi

70classes
Readingand

Translation/interpretation

Metropolitan

Soar,

K-l,low

Math

questions

-

ReadinessTest,

1972

SES

Broadanswerstoquestions
-

EarlyChildhood

Quickfeedbackfromteacher
+

Inventory

Narrowacademicfocus

+

Low-levelquestions

+

Analysis Resultsof observations factor analyzedand correlated with achievement Resultsof observations factor analyzedand correlated with achievement

Comments:
Bothhighandlowinferenceobservationinstrumentsused.Supportsuseoftighterstructureandacademictaskfocustopromotelearningonlowercognitivelevels;higherlearningproceedsbetterwithmorestudentfreedomandinquiry.



Tablel--Continued Authors Stallings Kaskowitz, 1974

DependentVariablesCorrelationstoAchievement
SubjectsAreaConcerningQuestioningAchievementMeasuresAnalysis 1051st,

Readingand

1st

3rd

gr.WideRange

Multiple

533rd

Math

AchievementTest,
Regression

grade

Directquestions(academic)
+

+

Metropolitan

classes,

Immediateresponsesto

AchievementTest

36sites,

studentanswers

+

+

lower

Guidetocorrectanswersif
sns

studentisincorrect

+

+

Acknowledgement,praise
+

-

Correctivefeedback

+

Timespentinacademics
+

+

Highrateofdrillandpractice
+

+

(Note:Correlations
notedif

Smallgroupinstruction
+

£<.05)

Largegroupinstruction

+

Pupilresponsestoquestions
+

Frequencyofverbal interactions

+

+

Comments:
Widevariabilityinteacherbehaviorduetothoroughandvariedsample.



positively related to scores on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills after
%

controlling for pretest grades and SES levels.

In a study originating as part of the Stanford Program on

Teacher Effectiveness (Gage, 1976) researchers obtained wide

variation in teacher questioning techniques through the use of

semi-scripted lessons involving reading, recall, and comprehension.

This study was a factorially designed experiment in which four

experienced sixth grade teachers were trained to deliver controlled

variations of lessons which differed in the amount and kind of

structuring, soliciting, and reacting used to teach the lessons.

Observers indicated that the participating teachers were able to

systematically vary their teaching, and that this variation affected

performance of students. Classes that were asked more recall questions

during lessons (low soliciting) performed better on the multiple

choice test comprised of recall and integration items used as the

dependent measure of achievement. Classes in the high and low

soliciting groups did equally well on the thought questions.

The researchers concluded that students remembered more information

when teachers asked mostly recall questions during class, but that

pupils’ ability to apply and integrate information seemed not to be

affected by question type. It should be noted, however, that after

the influence of class differences in ability were statistically

removed, the differences in student achievement between classes were

quite small across the variations in soliciting, structuring, and

reacting, possibly due to the short treatment period provided in the

study (Gage, 1976).
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Effectiveness of higher cognitive level questions. Most of the

researchers previously cited support the trend toward greater

achievement when high numbers of lower cognitive level questions

are used with elementary level and low SES students. Evidence from

these studies indicating that effective teachers of elementary or low

SES students also ask fewer higher level questions is less extensive,

but the results from Soar?s (1973) and Coker and others* (1976)

research would support this contention.

Some investigators have dealt more directly with the effects of

higher cognitive level questions on learning. Gall, Ward, Berliner,

Cahen, Winne, Elashoff, and Stanton (1978) followed a semiscripted

lessons procedure to determine the effects on student learning of

higher cognitive level (HCL) questions and redirection. They varied

the percentage of questions to include 25 percent, 50 percent, and 75

percent HCL questions in various lessons taught by specially trained

teachers, and included an art activity to serve as a control treatment.

Generally, the students in the 25 percent and 75 percent HCL question

groups outperformed the students in the 50 percent HCL question group

and the art group on both knowledge acquisition and higher cognitive

measures.

Eighteen experimental and quasi-experimental studies of teachers1

instructional use of relatively more verses relatively fewer higher

cognitive level questions were critically reviewed by Winne (1979).

Comparing results across the 18 studies, Winne concluded that the

predominant use of higher cognitive questions had little affect on
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student achievement. He reached the same conclusion when he considered

only those studies that he judged to be sufficiently valid by

stringent evaluation criteria.

The investigations Winne analyzed involved several different age

and ability levels of students in a variety of settings and academic

subjects. Elementary (non-secondary) level students were the

subjects in 10 of the studies. Of the 10 research teams conducting

these studies, Winne judged seven as showing no difference in

achievement, two teams as obtaining mixed results on the various

dependent measures, and only one as demonstrating positive effects of

higher cognitive level questioning on achievement. When only the six

elementary studies deemed valid by Winne were considered, again only

one was accepted as evidence that could be used to support the efficacy

of higher level questions with elementary students.

Redfield and Rousseau (1981) pointed out that Winne used a

variation of the voting method to analyze the 18 questioning studies.

This method allows for comparison of the number of significant to

nonsignificant experimental findings within a selected pool of studies,

but does not allow for determining the magnitude of treatment effect

across studies. Redfield and Rousseau reanalyzed the studies selected

by Winne (1979) in addition to two others that were conducted subsequent

to his review using meta-analysis (Glass, 1978). In both reviews,

the studies were categorized as either training or skills experiments

depending upon whether the independent variable was teacher training

after which participants were free to use what they learned at their

own discretion, or simply the frequency and manner of a teaching skill
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(higher or lower cognitive level questioning) prescribed by the

experimenter. Based on the overall effect size of +7292, the

researchers reported that predominant use of higher level questions

during instruction did positively affect student achievement.

This conclusion contradicted that reached by Winne analyzing the

same studies done with the same groups of subjects as well as

previously cited researchers offering support for the positive

relationship between the predominant use of lower level questions

and pupil achievement. On the other hand, Redfield and Rousseau are

in agreement with and offer some empirical substantiation for Gallfs

(1970) and others1 claim that teacher questioning behavior does

measurably influence student learning.

Teacher Wait-Time

Another aspect of teacher questioning found by some to influence

student responding is teacher wait-time. Teacher wait-time (TWT) is

defined as the length of time a teacher waits to call on a student

after posing a question or before responding to student answers

(Rowe, 1974). No studies directly involving the use of wait-time in

reading lessons or with special populations could be found for this

review, so once again related general education literature will be

discussed (see Table 2).

One of the primary investigators of the concept and practice of

teacher wait-time is Mary Budd Rowe (1974). The context of most of

her work is elementary science lessons based upon inquiry methods of

instruction. She analyzed over 900 tape recordings of classroom



Table2 SummaryofTeacherWait-TimeStudies
Independent

AuthorsSubjectsSubjectAreaVariables Anshutz,
26preservice
Science

1975

teachers;

Curriculum

1803rdP,

Improvement

•

4thgraders
Study(SCIS) lesson

Trainingin extendedTWT vs.no training

Fagan, Ilassler, 5Szabo, 1981

usedin discussions ofstory

20teachers,7schools, grades3-5
Language Arts

Lengthof TWT,number ofHCL questions

HCL=HighercognitivelevelquestionsSCIS=ScienceCurriculumImprovementStudyTWT=TeacherWait-Time

DependentVariables
ResultsandComments

LengthofTWT TypesofquestionsaskedStudentscoresonSCIS evaluation Studentattitudestoward science

TraininggrouphadlongerTWT,askedmoreprobingquestions;nodifferenceinstudent scoresorattitudes;suggestedthatextendedTWTless effectiveinsciencewith youngerchildren.

Students: 1.Lengthofresponses2.Alternateexplanations3.HigherlevelresponsesTeachers: 4.Higherlevelquestions5.Disciplinarymoves
1,2,3significantlyincreased withHCLquestioning;2,3,4 significantlyincreasedby extendedwait-timeplusHCL questions;TWTincreasedwith training,butTWTalonehadno significanteffects.Nodifferencesin5.Combined traininginTWTplusquestioningprovedmostvaluable;HCL questionsmorevaluablethanTWTinLanguageArtsclasses.
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Independent

SubjectsSubjectAreaVariables
Garigliano, 1973

33teachers,SCISscienceTrainingin elementarylessonextendedTWT levelvs.no classestraining
Rowe, 1974

900teachersScienceTWTof3-5 acrossalessonssecondsvs. varietyofshorterTWT settings and regions

DependentVariables
ResultsandComments

Students: 1.Content-oriented solicitations
2.Inflectedresponses 3."Idon’tknow”responses 4.Lengthofresponses Teachers: 5.LengthofTWT

1,2,3nosignificant differences;4significantly greaterwithTWTtraining;
5significantlygreater aftertraining,butnot3-5 sec.Eventhoughstatis¬ ticallysignificant differencesbetweengroups inTWT,littlefunctional difference.

Students: 1.Lengthofresponses 2.Unsolicited,but appropriateresponses
3.Failurestorespond 4.Inflectedresponses 5.Speculativeresponses 6.Child-childinterac¬ tions

7.Evidence-inference statements
8.Studentquestions 9.Responsesfrom"slow" students Teachers:

10.Responseflexibility 11.Numberofquestions asked
12.Typesofquestions asked

13.Teacherexpectations forstudents

Withextendedwait-time 1,2,5,6,7,8,9,10,12,and13 significantlyincreased; 3,4,and11significantly decreased.Alldatacollected withhigherlevelstudents duringinquiry-typelessons; teachersamplehighly representative.

UJ

co



Table2--Continued Authors Lake, 1974 Tobinfj Capie, 1982

Independent

SubjectsSubjectAreaVariables 76Sth graders

SCISscience lesson

TWTof3-5sec.
(9groups)vs. shorterTWT (9groups)

13teachers,Science grades5-7, 60%higher SES,40% lowerSES

TWT,cognitive levelof questions, studentlocus ofcontrol (LOC)

DependentVariables
ResultsandComments

Students: 1.Conversationalsequences 2.Alternativeexplanations 3.Speculations 4.Argumentsoverdata 5.Complexresponses Students: 1.Attendingbehaviors (engagement)
2.Generalization 3.Scoresontestsof LogicalThinkingand IntegratedScience Processes

Significantincreasesin 1,2,and5with3-5sec.TWT nosignificantdifferences betweengroupson3and4. Thoroughstudy;researcher didallinstructionto controlteachervariables; supportsextendedTWTas inpromotingHCLrespondingininquirylearning. 1,2,and3greatestwithTWT of3sec.plusavarietyof cognitivelevelquestions;
1greaterwithinternal LOCstudent;studentswith higherreasoningability whosedgreaterachievement;

1and2significantly relatedto3. Achievementseemeddependent onattributesoflearners andcognitivelevelof objectives;SESnot investigatedasavariable.
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V/interton, 1977

Independent

SubjectsSubjectAreaVariables 64Pueblo

SCISscience
Shortervs.

Indian

lesson

extended

students, Englishas asecond language

(3-5sec.)TWT
DependentVariables
ResultsandComments

Students: 1.Lengthofstudent responses
2.Student-student interactions

3.Unsolicitedbut appropriateresponses
4.Student-initiated questions

5.Verbalcontributions fromlowverbal students
6.Lackofstudent responses

Significantincreasein1and 2,andpositivegainsin3, 4,and5withextendedTWT; significantdecreasesin6 withextendedTWT. Possibleimplicationsfor studentsweakinverbal skills.Cultural differencesmayhave confoundedresults.



interactions from all regions of the United States to determine

typical use of wait-time by teachers, changes in TOT after

training, and effects of wait-time upon student responding.

Among the changes in student variables that she credited to

increased TOT based upon her analyses were increased length of

student responses, unsolicited but appropriate responses, responses

from "slow" students, and student questions along with decreased

failures to respond (see Table 2). Fagan, Hassler, and Szabo (1981)

found that increased TOT corresponded to these same changes in pupil

response behavior with third through fifth grade language arts

classes.

Lake (1974) replicated some of Rowefs early investigations with

fifth grade science classes. Nine groups received instruction in a

lesson from the Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS) under

extended teacher wait-time (TWT) conditions and nine groups were

instructed using short TOT conditions. The objective in the lesson

was development of student inquiry behavior, and all teachers used

the same scripted lessons. Students under extended TOT engaged in

conversational sequences and offered alternative explanations to a

significantly greater degree than students in the short TOT groups.

In addition, the pupils1 responses in the former groups were judged

to be cognitively more complex than responses from short TOT groups.

Winterton (1977) used lessons from the same science curriculum

for his study on teacher wait-time with Pueblo Indian children whose

primary language was not English. Methodology was similar to Lake's
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procedures. As in Rowe!s study, significant increases in the length

of student responses and the number of student-to-student comparisons

were noted, as well as positive gains in verbal participation from

low-verbal students, unsolicited, but appropriate responses, and

student-initiated questions.

Such positive gains in student responding were not reported by

Anshutz (1975) or by Garigliano (1973) who analyzed relationships

between teacher wait-time and these same pupil response behaviors.

Anshutz (1975) conducted a study designed to compare the effectiveness

of training in wait-time and questioning techniques on classroom

behavior of preservice elementary school teachers. The on-campus

training program in TOT and questioning skills coupled with four

weeks of microteaching helped to increase the duration of TOT and

the number of higher order questions asked by the teachers. These

increases, however, were not reflected in measures of science

achievement taken by the third and fourth graders under these teachersf

instruction.

Garigliano (1973) also attempted to train teachers to increase

the length of wait-time used in questioning. The teachers in the

training group demonstrated significantly greater wait-time than the

control group teachers, but still did not achieve the overall TOTfs

of 3-5 seconds recommended by Rowe (1974) to obtain maximal benefits.

The only affect on student behaviors seemed to be longer responses

from students whose teachers used longer wait-times. No relationships

were evident between increased TOT's and the number of content-oriented
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student solicitations, inflected responses, pupil-pupil interactions

or "I donft know” responses.

In all of the aforementioned studies, the merits of increased

TWT were judged in relation to the type, quantity, and quality of

students’ verbal responses. In only one study did the researchers

(Tobin $ Capie, 19S2) report a significant positive relationship

between TWT and student achievement, and this was with science

classes in grades five through seven. Whether this same relationship

would be evidenced in the context of elementary reading or reading

like assignments and interactions is not known.

In summary, teacher wait-time has been identified as a significant

variable affecting student responding in several studies. Generally,

the result of extended wait-time is an increase in the length and

quality of pupil responses. Few investigations into the relationship

between teacher wait-time and student achievement have been conducted.

Almost all of the wait-time studies done thus far have involved

regular school populations and their teachers in the context of

science or higher level academic subjects. Little is known about

the effects of wait-time upon the responding or achievement of special

education populations in the context of basic skills instruction such

as reading.

Teacher Follow-up to Student Responses

Researchers examining the relationships between teacher follow-up

to student responses and pupil achievement noted the same inconsistencies

evident in the research on question levels (Dunkin § Biddle, 1974;
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Good, 1979; Rosenshine, 1976). Part of this lack of agreement in

results may be explained by differences in observation categories

used to document teacher behaviors. The level and abilities of

students, the context of the teaching situation, and the objectives

of the lesson may also have accounted for the different results.

General Trends

Although the value of specific teacher reactions was not

consistent across all studies, some trends in effective teaching

were identified for certain populations and contexts. Based upon the

findings from teacher effectiveness studies reviewed, Anderson,

Evertson, and Brophy (1979) suggested a drill pattern with little

feedback coupled with asking questions the students can answer, much

like that suggested by Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974) and Soar (1973)

for similar samples of low SES students, to be most effective.

After reviewing effectiveness studies for evidence of best

practice for teachers when responding to student answers, Dunkin and

Biddle (1974) and Rosenshine (1976) agreed that researchers did not

find an unvarying relationship between specific types of adult

feedback and student achievement. But, some trends they identified

from results included (a) criticism was usually negatively related

to achievement, (b) acknowledgement or acceptance of students*

answers was positively related to gains, and (c) the effects of

praise on achievement seemed highly dependent upon the level and

ability of the student.

Brophy and Evertson (1977) did not find praise, criticism, or

process feedback related to achievement of their sample of low SES
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students in all contexts. By using unique observation categories,

they did discover that each type of student response had its

optimal type of teacher reaction. Correct answers were best

followed by asking a new question. If the studentfs answer was

partially correct, it seemed most helpful for the teacher to give

the correct answer. For incorrect responses, the asking of simpler

questions with prompts or hints to guide responding, rather than just

giving the pupil the answer, was most highly correlated with achievement.

Thus, incorrect answers may be best responded to by helping the

student arrive at the correct answer without slowing the pace of

instruction too much, or by reiterating the initial explanation at

a somewhat simpler level.

A somewhat different pattern emerged for higher SES students.

For them, process feedback for correct answers to highlight how the

answer was found, giving the answer in response to partly correct

answers, criticism for wrong answers, and redirection (calling on

another student when a pupil was unable to give the correct answer)

were positively and significantly related to achievement.

Immediacy, Process Feedback, and Criticism

In analyzing more specific findings concerning adult feedback,

one sees different teacher reactions highlighted in different teacher

effectiveness studies. Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974) stressed the

importance of immediacy of feedback to academic responses which

positively correlated with achievement regardless of type of feedback

in 19 out of 20 correlations, 13 out of 20 significantly so. Their
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finding stands in contrast with those of Dunkin and Biddle (1974)

and Rosenshine (1976) who concluded that praise and acknowledgment

are usually positively related to achievement, and negative feedback

(criticism) is generally negatively correlated with student

achievement. The endorsement for immediate feedback also

contradicts the suggestion by Rowe (1974) and others for teachers

to wait a minimum of 3-5 seconds before responding to student

answers to produce desirable student behaviors. Stallings and

Kaskowitz (1974) and Anderson et al. (1979) did agree with helping

students to arrive at correct answers by giving clues to clarify the

problem or delineating the process (rule) used to arrive at the

answer and with giving sustained feedback to correct errors.

While heavy reliance on criticism is generally negatively

correlated with achievement for normally achieving students (Dunkin 5

Biddle, 1974; Rosenshine, 1976), moderate and specific use of criticism

was found to be positively correlated with achievement by Anderson et

al. (1979) and Gall et al. (1978). For students in these studies

the criticism was interpreted as being corrective and/or motivating.

For others, especially lower level, lower SES students, student

criticism often had the opposite effect and discouraged further

responding. Reduced responding may have contributed to their lower

achievement by giving them less practice or fewer opportunities to

respond under the supervision of the teacher. Practice of correct

responses has been endorsed for its positive relationship with

achievement by Brophy and Evertson (1977), Rosenshine (1983), and

Stevens and Rosenshine (1981).
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Caution is recommended in making interpretations with regard

to criticism, however, because generally low levels of the same were

observed to be used by most teachers under study. Whereas statistical

significance was reached in certain situations for correlations between

criticism and achievement, the practical significance of the same

should not be overlooked. Almost no teacher relied on criticism

as the primary form of feedback to student responses regardless of

level of student or classroom context.

Redirection

Controversy exists on the effect of redirection or asking another

student to answer when the student originally asked a question fails

to respond or responds incorrectly. Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974)

and Brophy and Evertson (1974) found that calling on another student

to answer in these situations was negatively and significantly correlated

with achievement of lower SES pupils. Brophy and Evertson (1974) found

the opposite to be true, however, with higher SES students in grades 2

and 3, as did Soar (1966) with older fifth grade students. They

proposed this to be the case because higher level students may be

better able to benefit from information coming from a variety of

sources, whereas lower SES pupils may perform better in a more

teacher-directed and structured learning situation. Gall et al. (1978)

found no significant relationships between redirection and achievement.

Teacher Praise

Praise is another teacher feedback variable that has received

mixed reviews from various researchers. Specific praise or praise
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with explanation was found to be significantly and positively

correlated with student achievement by Anderson et al. (1979),

Brophy (1981), and Soar (1966). In a study by Gage (1976) involving

variations of the recitation strategy (structuring, soliciting, and

reacting) with sixth grade public school students, the students who

received praise for their correct answers and reasons for the

wrongness of an answer did slightly better than students given

neutral feedback and no reasons for their answers being wrong (low

reacting). But, as was noted previously, once differences in ability

were statistically removed, the differences in the classes in student

achievement and attitude toward subject matter were quite small across

the variations of soliciting and reacting by teachers.

Praise without explanation was found to be positively related to

achievement of low SES students in reading (Brophy § Evertson, 1976),

whereas nonspecific praise was found to be negatively correlated with

achievement by Anderson, Evertson, and Brophy (1979) in a subsequent

study of first grade reading groups. Mixed results were obtained by

Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974) who found that priase and acknowledgement

were positively related to achievement in first grade, but negatively

related to gains in third grade.- Their findings could be used to

support Brophy!s description of praise as a technique that seemed

more beneficial to younger and lower level students.

Stallings (1976) describing the Follow-Through findings reported

that in math the effect of praise on achievement depended to a great

extent on entering ability of students. Those with low entering
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ability profited more from a high rate of praise than did classrooms

of higher entering ability students.

Student Responding and Systematic Instruction

Student responses to various types of teacher questions have also

been investigated in the context of general education. This component

of instructional interactions is of major importance as an indicator of

the effects that teacher questioning and instruction have upon

students1 learning. Pupil responses are also used to assess teacher

effectiveness by comparing responses that students make on various

measures before and after instruction.

The positive effects of systematic instruction with a high rate

of student responding and success seemed a common thread woven through

the teacher effectiveness studies despite the inconsistencies evident

in the relationships of specific teacher questioning behaviors to

student achievement. Positive effects seemed the result of a

combination of time spent in instruction with a high rate of question/

answer drill, practice, and praise or at least brief acknowledgement

of correct responses (Brophy, 1981; Englert, 1984; Rosenshine, 1976).

Also necessary, especially for low SES students, seemed to be a

high rate of success (i.e., low error rate) for students during drill

and practice activities. Fisher, Berliner, Filbey, Marliave, Cahen,

and Dishaw (1980) found that structuring the learning environment to

prevent students from making and practicing errors during seatwork was

strongly associated with learning gains for all levels of students in

second grade. Rosenshine (1983), Brophy and Evertson (1977), and

Stevens and Rosenshine (1981) found that teachers with expertise in
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providing practice levels of 80 percent accuracy or higher positively

influenced the performance of low-achieving students, matching the

findings of a study by Anderson et al. (1979). They also found that

the percentage of incorrect student responses was negatively correlated

with achievement for lower SES students. Correctness of answers was

not coded in the Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974) or Soar (1973) studies,

but as Rosenshine (1976) pointed out, if correct answers were usually

student answers to low order fact or recall questions, then the

results of those who found high success rates beneficial match those of

both Stallings and Kaskowitz and Soar. They also found that both low

order questions and the frequency of lesson-related verbal interactions

were positively related to achievement.

The relationship between percentage of correct and incorrect

pupil responses and achievement was reversed when data for higher SES

students were analyzed (Brophy § Evertson, 1977; Evertson, Anderson, $

Brophy, 1980). Fisher et al. (1980) at Far West Laboratories found that

while structuring the learning environment to insure low error rates

during individual seatwork was strongly and positively correlated with

achievement for all second graders in their study, no consistent

relationships between these same variables could be demonstrated for

fifth grade readers with high preachievement scores. Such findings

lend credence to Good’s (1979) observation that low error rates may

well be most important for less capable and younger students. He

proposed that such pupils are less able to handle novel stimuli and

need more review and practice because they have not yet firmly
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established the basic skills and cognitive development necessary to

deal with higher level learning.

The contradictory findings for the effects of low error rates

on achievement of high and low SES or ability students may also

involve the low ability students’ attention difficulties. Zeamon

and House (1963) proposed that attention deficits explained the

greater number of trials required by mentally retarded subjects for

initial acquisition of concepts. Hall, Delaquandri, Greenwood, and

Thurston (1982) also contended based upon their research findings that

low achieving children need more practice in order to master concepts.

of Findings for Special Education

As was stated previously, most of the teacher questioning

research has been done with regular education, not special education

populations. How specific questioning strategies affect different types

of learners has not been widely investigated, but the related research

does contain implications for special educators.

Questioning Strategies, Student Responding, and SES

Upon reanalysis of results of certain studies, Ward and Tikunoff

(1976) have suggested that effects of varying questioning treatments

were often a function of entering aptitudes and their interactions

with treatment conditions. Although caution is urged in interpreting

these interactions, it seems that no one strategy is routinely best

for all students.

In the Gall et al. (1978) study, low ability students performed

least well on the information test under the 50 percent HCL question

condition, while they did better under the 25 percent and 75 percent
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conditions. Higher functioning students performed equally well in

all three treatments. For oral outcome measures, low ability and

high ability students did best in the 25 percent and the 50

percent HCL question treatments respectively. Such results indicate

a need to consider not only the type of question, but the types of

pupils being instructed in efforts to promote optimal student

performance.

Researchers involved in the Texas Teacher Effectiveness Studies

(Brophy § Evertson, 1976; Crawford, Evertson, § Brophy, 1976) and

the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study (McDonald, 1976) arrived at

similar conclusions regarding differential relationships between

achievement of high and low SES pupils and patterns of teacher behavior.

The Texas study involved 31 teachers the first year and 28 teachers

the second year. Teachers were chosen by stability criteria for

classroom achievement over four or more years and spanned the full

range of effectiveness. Low inference process and context variables

were correlated with student achievement on the Metropolitan

Achievement Test, and findings were presented separately for high

and low SES pupils as well as for the total sample. Gain scores

were residualized to control for students’ entering levels and then

averaged for each class.

Many of the variables investigated which were negatively

correlated with criteria for higher SES classes were not related to

learning gains or were positively correlated for lower SES classes.

These variables included percentage of correct student responses to
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questions and simplicity of questions asked of students. Achievement

of lower SES students correlated positively with both variables, while

the same were negatively related to achievement of higher SES

pupils. Thus the competent teacher of elementary level, low SES

students seemed to be one who kept questions rather narrow and

academically focused instead of encouraging them to analyze,

synthesize, evaluate, or express their opinions freely via question-

answer interactions and discussions. The competent teacher of

higher level students was more likely to resemble the opposite

profile.

The differential treatment effects due to socioeconomic status

may be an important consideration in special education instruction.

The courts have repeatedly demonstrated that educational placements

based on student performance on ability or achievement tests result

in disproportionate placement in special classes of minority and

lower SES pupils (Diana v. State Board of Education, 1970; Larry P.

v. Riles, 1979). Although some measures have been taken to correct

and prevent such misplacements, many special classes still have a

high percentage of these students (MacMillan, 1982; Ysseldyke q

Algozzine, 1982). If this is the case with the sample of students

under investigation in the present study, teacher questioning practices

identified as more beneficial to students from lower SES backgrounds

may also be applicable to the students being observed, and possibly,

to other special education settings and populations. These practices

include asking a higher number of lower order questions, focusing and

cueing to assist students in arriving at the correct answer, immediate
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feedback with limited redirection and criticism, and a high rate of

teacher praise. No conclusions can be reached, however, until more

data on teacher questioning and student responding in special

education classes are collected.

Other Factors Influencing Effects of Questioning Strategies

Socioeconomic status is probably not the only factor involved in

the effectiveness of teacher questioning strategies. As Tobin and

Capie (1982) point out, higher cognitive level questions are not

appropriate for all types of objectives, and the level of questioning

should be matched to the cognitive level of the intended outcomes.

Younger or lower ability students who are learning foundational skills

in the basic subjects and whose reasoning abilities are less well

developed may profit more in their instruction from direct, lower

level questions corresponding to skill/knowledge objectives. Primarily

verbal interactions on a higher cognitive level aimed at stimulating

abstract reasoning or higher thought processes may be less helpful

for younger students or those functioning on a lower cognitive level

as is often the case with special education students.

This logic was underscored by McDonald (1976) in his work with

beginning teacher evaluation. He also suggested that the nature of

effective teacher behaviors varies with the subject matter and grade

level being taught. In a comparison of second and fifth grade students,

questions requiring identifications appeared valuable to second graders.

This may also be true in special classes where students generally

function at mental ages well below their chronological ages and where

instruction is focused on developing basic skills. In fifth grade
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techniques of a more thought-provoking nature seemed more beneficial.

Teacher Wait-Time and Special Education

The increased responses from students regarded by their teachers

as "slow" and decreased failures to respond attributed to increased

teacher wait-time seem particularly relevant to special education

students. Their frequent lack of responses may result in fewer

opportunities to practice the correct response under the guidance of

the teacher. Lack of response may also prevent the instructor from

giving corrective feedback to students who formulate inaccurate

concepts but fail to express them, and who may subsequently practice

incorrect responses. Increased TWT may, however, counter the inclination

of many special education teachers to assist the hesitant student

before he makes a mistake in an effort to model the appropriate

response or to insure success experiences in his learning.

In evaluating the benefits of extended teacher wait-time, one

should also consider the empirical evidence supporting the efficacy

of structured, fast-paced drill-like instruction involving a high rate

of low level questioning, immediate feedback, and error correction

offered by researchers such as Becker (1977), Camine and Silbert

(1979), Engelmann and Bruner (1974), and Stallings and Kaskowitz

(1974). Such techniques have proven highly successful in the development

of basic skills in reading, language, and mathematics.

Special educators versed in operant principles have also been

instructed in the benefits of immediate feedback following student
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responses to establish new behaviors. Such benefits have been

documented by myriads of applied behavior analysis studies dealing

with a wide range of academic and social behaviors. Increased teacher

wait-time represents a strategy technically opposed to either fast-paced

instruction or immediate feedback for student responses. Again the

need to delineate which techniques work best to accomplish specific

goals in varied context and with certain populations surfaces.

Extended teacher wait-time may be a highly beneficial strategy in

inquiry models of teaching aimed at stimulating higher level thinking

among older or average to higher ability students. It may be less

appropriate in situations where basic skill development is the

primary goal or when working with less adept students.

Chapter Summary and Implications for Study

In no facet of teacher questioning did researchers find universally

applicable best practices. Although some general trends in effective

teacher behaviors and questioning were identified for particular

groups of students (higher and lower SES general education pupils at

the elementary level), the effects of any specific teacher behavior

may be influenced by a variety of factors. These factors include

the level, ability, and unique responses of students, subject matter,

instructional format, and/or objectives of the lesson. The influence

of such variables as question type, teacher wait-time, and teacher

follow-up type on learning has been examined to some extent with

general education populations. Few investigations of this nature

have been conducted with special education students. Consequently,
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little is known about the effects of questioning practices on

exceptional student performance.

The courts have repeatedly demonstrated that educational

placements based on student performance on ability or achievement

tests result in disproportionate placement in special classes of

minority and lower SES pupils. Although some measures have been taken

to correct and prevent such misplacements, many special classes still

have a high percentage of these students (MacMillan, 1982; Ysseldyke

f? Algozzine, 1982). This seemed to be the case with the sample of

students investigated in this study. Teacher questioning practices

identified as more beneficial to students from lower SES backgrounds

may also be applicable to the students being observed. No conclusions

could be reached, however, until data to substantiate this possibility

are collected.

More fundamentally a clear description of teacher questioning

strategies used in special education environments was lacking.

Comprehensive information about the nature, extent, and classroom

correlates of teacher questioning in settings designed to serve

mildly handicapped children was not found in the professional

literature. Consequently, the type of information that would direct

other than a descriptive study did not exist. A descriptive study was,

therefore, selected as an appropriate method of developing a knowledge

base upon which to build future studies.

Information relative to teacher questioning strategies used

with mildly handicapped students was collected via classroom
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observations. The types of questions, wait-times, and feedback used

by special educators were recorded during observations in elementary

level varying exceptionality classes to provide the data for this

investigation. A description of the design and methodology of the

study is presented in the following chapter.



CHAPTER III
METHOD

This chapter is organized into three sections--objectives,

procedures, and summary. Subjects, instrumentation, observer

training, data collection, and design are described in the procedures

section.

Objectives

The purpose of this study was to examine the types of questioning

strategies used by teachers of exceptional students during reading

instruction, the types of responses produced by their students, and

the relationships between teacher questioning and student responding.

Classroom observations were conducted and descriptive and comparative

analyses completed. The following objectives were addressed:

1. To describe the types of questions used to initiate

interaction during reading instruction in selected elementary level

varying exceptionalities classes.

2. To describe the nature of teacher wait-time used in

questioning interactions occurring during reading instruction in

selected elementary level varying exceptionalities classes.

3. To describe the types o^ follow-up to student answers used

by teachers of elementary level exceptional students in selected

varying exceptionalities classes.

59
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4. To describe the types of student responses to teacher and

test questions obtained during reading instruction in elementary

level varying exceptionalities classes.

5. To describe the relationships that exist between selected

teacher questioning variables (types of questions, teacher wait-time,

and types of follow-up) and student responses to oral and written

questions during reading instruction in selected elementary level

varying- exceptionalities classes.

Procedures

Prior to contacting principals and teachers to be involved,

approval for the conduct of this study in the public schools was

obtained from the University of Florida Committee for the Protection

of Human Subjects and Alachua County public school officials. Once

approval had been obtained, the respective teachers were contacted

for permission to observe and scheduling of classroom observations for

the purpose of data collection.

Selection and Description of Subjects

Fourteen elementary level varying exceptionalities (VE) teachers

from the Alachua County public schools participated in the study;

each was observed interacting with a reading group of two or more

students. The students in the VE groups included pupils classified

as Emotionally Handicapped (EH), Learning Disabled (LD), and Educable

Mentally Handicapped (EMH) according to Alachua County eligibility

guidelines for placement (see Appendix A).

Varying exceptionalities classrooms were chosen for this

investigation because they afforded a cross-section of mildly
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handicapping conditions--emotional handicaps, learning disabilities,

and educable mental handicaps. If differences in questioning practices

exist between general and special educators, it seemed that they would

be apparent in such settings. In addition, the mildly handicapped

comprise the largest portion of handicapped children served in the

schools (Meyen, 1978). According to the results of the National

Survey of Individualized Educational Programs cited in Ysseldyke and

Algozzine (1984), 51 percent of handicapped children served are

considered mildly handicapped. These students are frequently grouped

for academic instruction according to their functioning level rather

than by exceptionality. Studying reading groups comprised of varying

exceptionalities students of similar functional abilities not only

offered an overview of questioning practices used with the mildly

handicapped, but added control for content of academic subject in

this research.

Selection of classrooms for observation was made from a list of

all (19) elementary VE teachers in Alachua County who met the

following criteria:

(a) full-time placement in a VE classroom and based in one

school,

(b) possession of a valid Florida Special Education teaching

certificate,

(c) use of reading instruction based on the Ginn reading series

for at least one group of two or more elementary level

children under his or her supervision, and
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(d) willingness to participate in this study.

A total of 14 elementary level VE teachers in Alachua County

participated in this study. A description of teacher characteristics

is provided in Table 3.

The age range of the sample of students was restricted to

elementary level (grades 1 through 5) in an attempt to reduce the

variability of observed behavior often characterized by children at

different ages. In addition, most of the teacher effectiveness research

upon which questioning competencies were based was conducted with

elementary aged students. Comparisons between general and special

populations seemed enhanced with special education subjects who are

of ages similar to those of the general education students previously

studied. Details on student characteristics are shown in Table 4.

Reading groups were chosen for observation to further control

for differences in questioning practices due to subject matter. Although

the grade range in this study was 1-5, there was a more narrow range

of reading levels (grades 1 through 3) due to the reading deficits

displayed by these varying exceptionalities students and the discrepancy

requirements for placement in this type of class. Reading classes were

also the context of many of the previous teacher effectiveness studies.

Instrumentation

Data were collected using classroom observations and student

products and recorded on the Classroom Observation Form (see Appendix

B) which was a modification of the teacher questioning and pupil

response sections of the Classroom Observations Keyed for Effectiveness
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Table 3

Description of Special Education Teachers Included in the Study

Variable Numbers Percentages

Sex

Males 3 21.4
Females 11 78.6

Years Teaching Experience

3 3 21.4
4 1 7.1
5 1 7.1
6 2 14.3
8 2 14.3

10 1 7.1
13 1 7.1
15 1 7.1
19 1 7.1
27 1 7.1

Race

Black 1 7.1
White 13 92.9
Other 0 0

Highest Degree

Bachelor’s 6 42.9
Master’s 7 50.0
Educational Specialist 1 7.1

Florida Teaching Certificationsa

LD 9 64.3
EH 7 50.0
EMH 9 64.3
VE 2 14.3
Other 2 14.3

Number of Certifications Held by Individual Teachers

1 3 21.4
2 7 50.0
3 4 28.6
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Table 3--Continued

Variable Numbers Percentages

Aide •

None ii 78.6
Full-time 2 14.3
Part-time 1 7.1

a
n > 14 because several teachers held multiple certifications.
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Table 4

Description of Varying Exceptionalities Students Included in the Study

Variable Numbers Percentages

Sex

Males 36 80.0
Females 9 20.0

Grade Level

1
2
3
4
5

8.9
8.9
40.0
31.1
11.1

Race

Black 31
White 14
Other 0

SES (Free or Reduced Lunch)

High 11
Low 34

68.9
31.1
0

24.4
75.6

Exceptionalities

LD
EH
EMH

22 48.9
15 33.3
8 17.8

Numbers in Reading Groups

2 4 28.6
3 4 28.6
4 5 35.7
5 17.1

Reading Instruction in Other Classes

Yes 9 20.0
No 36 80.0
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Table 4--Continued

Variable Mean Standard Deviation Range

Ages

IQ

8.7 2.58 8.7 - 12.0

86.2 10.47 61.5 - 99.3

87.5 5.60 78.4 - 98.3Ginn Mastery Test Scores



Research (COKER) instrument (Coker § Coker, 1982) and on the Classroom

Information Form (see Appendix C). Provided on the Classroom

Observation Form were spaces for coding observational categories

involving question types, congruence of student responses, wait-time,

and teacher follow-up strategies. Narrative comments on size of

group, materials being used in the lesson, and type of activity

were also entered on the form. The Classroom Information Form was

used to record additional information about the students and the

teacher being observed.

Background information on the COKER. The Classroom Observations

Keyed for Effectiveness Research (Coker § Coker, 1982) after which

the Classroom Observation Form was patterned is an observation system

used for coding the behaviors of pupils and teachers in the classroom.

The COKER is a low-inference direct observation instrument with which

observers code events that occur in the classroom during five-minute

observation periods. This instrument i$ based on the assumption that

competencies exist that are necessary for effective teaching and

that overt behaviors can be identified to measure those competencies.

The COKER was developed based on competency lists and behavioral

indicators of the competencies from task forces of classroom teachers

from Carroll County, Georgia. The lists were similar to competency

lists of other competency-based teacher programs in the country.

Indicators substantiated in the research were used in the

development of the COKER. The extent to which teachers possess

these competencies is inferred from the behavior or performance of

the teacher.
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One of the suggested uses for the COKER given by its authors it to

obtain objective information about what is happening in specific types

of classrooms. Identification of subsets of teacher behaviors related

to competencies such as questioning and follow-up to student responses

and measurement of these particular behaviors is permitted with the

COKER without violating the assumptions on which it was based

(Coker § Coker, 1982).

The normative groups for the COKER included both males and

females, elementary and secondary students, rural and urban teachers

and student teachers. Dependent measures were usually related to

reading and math. Special education teachers and students were

included in the groups on which the COKER was normed. Additional

observations using the COKER were made in a variety of special

education classrooms throughout Florida by the researcher and her

colleagues prior to this investigation. The instrument seemed well

suited to record the student-teacher interactions observed in these

classes. For these reasons use of subsections of the COKER involving

teacher questioning practices was deemed appropriate for this study.

Reliability of the COKER was estimated using the Cronback Alpha

coefficient. Internal consistency of the items which apply to each

teacher competency was estimated using 103 teachers observed over a

two year period. Data collection proceeded using five instruments:

the Observation Schedule and Record, Form 5 Verbal (Medley, 1973),

the Spaulding Teacher Activity Recording Schedule (Spaulding, 1976),

the Florida Climate and Control System (Soar, Soar, § Ragosta, 1971),
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the Teacher Practices Observation Record (Brown, 1970), and the

Coping Analysis Schedule for Educational Settings (Spaulding, 1969).

The instruments contributed varying numbers of items to the behavioral

indicators. A number of reliability runs were computed on the COKER

scores, both for the proportionality score and the standardized

T-score. Although reliability estimates for individual items were

low (.1-.2), estimates increased considerably as items were aggregated

into keys for behavior indicators (.384-.834, with an average reliability

of .606). Competencies with small numbers of items tended to have the

lowest reliability coefficients; those with the greatest number of

items had the higher coefficients. Reliability coefficients for the

composite keys varied in magnitude. All of these coefficients, however,

were statistically significant from zero (alpha < .05) (Coker §

Coker, 1982).

Some evidence for construct validity was collected using data

from 171 student teachers at the University of Toledo. These data

were analyzed using a principle components, factor analysis. Eleven

factors were found which accounted for 69.8 percent of the variance

among the 35 measures on the COKER. These factors included student

questioning in small groups, evaluating feedback, questioning and

communication, on-task interactions which transfer, and student and

teacher interactions. Support for the appropriateness of using the

COKER subsections to assess questioning and feedback competencies and

to distinguish among critical dimensions of instruction could be found

in results of this analysis.
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Coding procedures. Tallies will be used on the Classroom

Observation Form to record teacher and student behaviors as they

occurred. A "1" was recorded in the Teacher Wait-Time column after

questions for which the teacher demonstrated a wait-time of three or

more seconds. Tallies were recorded under the Correct/Congruent

Pupil Responses column of the Classroom Observation Form for correct

or congruent responses to teacher questions. Tallies in the third

student response column represented incorrect or incongruent

answers. Lack of pupil responses was recorded in column 4. Teacher

responses to student answers were tallied under the columns

corresponding to the type of answer the pupil gave to the teacher*s

question, with the exception of behavioral questions. This type of

teacher follow-up was in response to inappropriate or off-task comments

and/or behaviors rather than to student answers to teacher questions.

Totals and percentages for each type of question and follow-up

strategy were calculated and entered on the form following observations.

Background on the Ginn Reading Series and tests. The Ginn

Reading Series was chosen as a focus for observations from among the

many available reading programs because it is the reading program

adopted for countywide use in Alachua County. Teachers are strongly

advised to use the Ginn program with its teacher editions, tests,

pupil texts, and skillpacks (workbooks) as the basis for reading

instruction in both general and special education classes. Study

books, booster activities, and supplemental charts and word cards are

available for additional practice and reinforcement. The instructional
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approach advocated utilizes six basic steps: organize, teach,

practice, extend, test, and review. Within each step, structured

teaching strategies are provided that utilize and integrate the

various teaching modalities. No special training is required to use

the Ginn series for instruction, although some inservice has been

provided. The written unit mastery tests provided in the Ginn program

can also be administered and scored by the teacher or reading

specialist without special training (Florida Learner Verification

Guidelines, 1983).

Components of the Ginn series are purported by authors to be

research-based and tested on a variety of students from several

geographical areas. Various studies were conducted in 6-16 states

with 25-120 teachers and about 1600 students. Samples were selected

so as to be representative of those who would use the published

product. Guidelines directing selection of samples included wide

geographical distribution, a variety of school settings, and high to

low SES.

Learner verification research included studies of literary

content, instructional design, and the testing program consisting of

unit, level, and placement tests. Data were collected on all aspects

of the program through the use of surveys, interviews, class visits,

analysis of pupils* work and test scores, field experiments, analysis

of reports and unsolicited comments, and analysis by independent

consultants. Analysis of data was largely nonstatistical and

descriptive. Generally strong and satisfactory (above 80 percent

correct) performance by pupils at all levels on unit tests was reported.

On the questionnaire used to gain feedback regarding the tests, 85
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percent of the teachers asked stated that the unit tests realistically-

reflected their pupils* achievement (Florida Learner Verification

Guidelines, 1983).

Computing success rates with the Ginn Reading tests. Average

success rates for each reading group involved in this study were

determined by calculating the average percentage of correct student

responses on the Ginn mastery tests associated with the content of the

specific reading lessons observed for data collection on each teacher*s

questioning behaviors. The students* scores were provided by the

teachers on the Classroom Information Form, converted to percentages,

and averaged for each reading group. Other information concerning the

student and teacher characteristics called for on this form were provided

by each teacher, and required no special training to obtain and record.

Observer Training

The classroom observational data were collected by the researcher

who had been formally trained in the use of the COKER instrument prior

to the conduct of this study. The skills demonstrated during training

included (a) a thorough understanding of the pupil-related dependent

variables--correct or congruent and incorrect or incongruent pupil

responses, (b) accurate observation and recording of the type and

frequencies of questions asked by the teacher, (c) accurate observation

and recording of the type and frequencies of follow-up strategies

used by the teacher to respond to student answers, (d) accurate

measurement and recording of teacher wait-time, and (e) facility with

the recording forms.
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The training period included (a) an explanation of the pupil-

related dependent variables; (b) an explanation of the categories

of questions and responses to be observed; (c) a description of

observer responsibilities; (d) practice in categorizing questions

and responses using observation forms and worksheets; and (e)

observations of videocassette tapes in order to attain skills in

recording question types, pupil responses, and teacher follow-up

These videocassette tapes depicted teacher-student

questioning interactions with children in a variety of classroom

contexts. The extent to which observers1 skills and knowledge were

acquired was measured by comparing trainer-trainee observations using

the COKER to record teacher-student interactions on videotapes and

in actual classroom situations. Before training was terminated, the

trainee’s observations and recordings had to reach the 80 percent level

of interrater agreement with the trainer’s observations.

Observer agreement. Accuracy of the principal data collector’s

observations was checked throughout the investigation by another

observer trained to use the COKER categories included on the

Classroom Observation Form. Interobserver agreement checks took

place during classroom observations for approximately 28 percent

of the teachers involved and were calculated by comparing five minute

records of reading instruction observations. Interobserver agreement

was calculated using the formula

agreements X 100
agreements + disagreements
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This formula was used in other teacher effectiveness studies

(Anderson, Evertson, § Brophy, 1979; Medley, Coker, § Soar, 1984;

Stallings S Kaskowitz, 1974) to determine interobserver agreement.

Agreement levels of .70 or greater were considered acceptable by

the authors and evaluators of the COKER. For this study, agreement

levels averaged 81 percent and ranged between 64 percent and 92

percent.

Data Collection

The data were collected during a series of five minute observations

of reading groups in the selected varying exceptionalities elementary

classrooms within a period of approximately 45 school days. The

developers of the COKER (Coker $ Coker, 1982) suggested that observers

record behaviors on the first of two parts of the system for five

minutes and then pause to record as many of the signs listed on the

second part of the COKER as were observed during the same five minutes.

This procedure comprises one record or observation unit. The authors

report that highly reliable scores can be obtained with 12 such

observations. Soar and Soar (1982) reported that 12-18 five minute

observations across one or several days have produced meaningful

results for studies of this nature. Other researchers investigating

teacher effectiveness also favor such relatively short observation

records (Medley, Coker, § Soar, 1984). Rowley (1978) has shown that

for the same total observation time, a larger number of brief

observations will produce more reliable results than a smaller

number of longer observations.
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The teacher questioning, student responses, and teacher

feedback behaviors recorded were a subset of the COKER items, Part 1.

Teachers were being observed only during reading instruction rather

than during a variety of subjects and time periods as was done for

the COKER and in some of the other widely acclaimed teacher

effectiveness studies (Stallings $ Kaskowitz, 1974). The purpose

of this study was to describe the relations between different styles

of teacher questioning behavior and pupil responses and not to describe

with maximum reliability the behavior of an individual teacher.

Therefore, the investigator opted for shorter observations in greater

numbers of classrooms across the county rather than longer observations

in a small number of classrooms. Based upon these considerations and

the focus of this study, a series of at least 12 five minute observation

records completed for this study during a total of three visits to

each classroom was considered appropriate and was consistent with

other teacher effectiveness research.

Observations occurred during reading instruction when the classroom

was in its natural state and only when the designated classroom teacher

was present. The data on teacher questioning and student oral

responding were recorded using the Classroom Observation Form and

averaged across the three observations to provide the data set for

each teacher and group of students for purposes of analysis. Scores

from the Ginn reading mastery tests and frequencies of occurrences of

the various teacher and student marker categories were provided by the

teacher and recorded on the Classroom Information Form.
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Design

Comprehensive information on questioning strategies used by

special education teachers does not exist in the professional

literature. Consequently, a descriptive and correlational study was

selected as an appropriate method of forming a knowledge base upon

which to build future studies. The percentages of the types of

questions and follow-up strategies used by select elementary level

varying exceptionalities classroom teachers and the percentage of

correct/congruent responses to teacher questions demonstrated by the

students were obtained in this research. Percentages of questions for

which teacher wait-time equals or exceeds three seconds were also

recorded.

Variables. Teacher behavior variables included in this study

were (a) frequencies of various types of questions asked, (b)

occurrences of extended teacher wait-time equal to or exceeding three

seconds, and (c) frequencies of various types of follow-up strategies

used by the teacher to respond to student answers. Two variables

concerning student performance included (a) average success rate

on reading mastery tests and (b) percentage of correct/congruent

responses to teacher questions during lessons. These were chosen

because standardized tests are generally not designed to show changes

in scores over short periods of time (Winne, 1979), and therefore

would not be sensitive to pupil changes occurring during the observation

time allowed for this study. In addition, information on intelligence

test scores, reading instruction received outside the VE classroom, and

socioeconomic status of students was collected.
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Data analysis. Percentages of correct/congruent and incorrect/

incongruent student responses and the average success rate on reading

mastery tests were calculated and reported in table form. Pearson

product moment correlations were calculated for pairs of continuous

variables included in the study. In previous reviews of teacher

effectiveness research (Medley, 1977; Stallings § Kaskowitz, 1974),

relationships equivalent to linear correlations of >.39 between any

test and a criterion were considered strong and reliable relationships

and corresponding to acceptable evidence of validity in general practice

in addition to statistical significance at the .05 level.

Summarv

The purpose of this descriptive and correlational study was to

examine the types of questioning strategies used by teachers of

exceptional students during reading instruction, the types of responses

produced by the students, and the relationships between teacher

questioning strategies and pupil responses. Fourteen teachers and

their students were observed during reading instruction in elementary

level varying exceptionalities classes. Teacher questioning, wait-time,

and follow-up to student answers and student responding were observed

and recorded using the Classroom Observation Form, a modified version

of the Classroom Observations Keyed for Effectiveness Research

instrument. In addition, student scores on the Ginn reading mastery

tests related to lessons observed and information on student and

teacher markers were obtained from participating teachers and recorded

on the Classroom Information Form. Frequencies and percentages of



the various types of questions, teacher wait-time, follow-up, and

student responses, as well as correlations between aspects of teacher

questioning and student responding, were calculated, reported, and

discussed.



CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

The goal of this study was to illustrate the types of questioning

strategies used by teachers of exceptional students during reading

instruction, as well as to identify the types of responses produced

by students during that instruction, and to evaluate the relationships

between teacher questioning strategies and student responses in

selected varying exceptionalities classes. Fourteen teachers and their

students (14 groups of 2-5 students, total n = 45) were observed during

reading instruction. A total of 256 five-minute observations was

completed, representing an average of 18.3 observations per teacher.

The number of observations for each teacher varied due to varying

lengths of reading periods for groups in the different classrooms.

Selected aspects of teacher questioning, wait-time, follow-up to student

answers, and student responses to questions were observed and recorded

using the Classroom Observation Form (see Appendix B), a modified

version of the Classroom Observations Keyed for Effectiveness Research

(COKER) instrument (Coker $ Coker, 1982). In addition, student scores

on the Ginn series reading mastery tests related to lessons observed

and information on student and teacher markers (e.g., gender, race,

SES, and experience) were obtained from participating teachers and

recorded on the Classroom Information Form (see Appendix C) designed

79
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for this study. Frequencies and percentages of the various types of

questions, teacher wait-time, follow-up, and student responses, as

well as Pearson product moment correlations between aspects of

teacher questioning and student responding were then calculated.

The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of the

study; data and related outcomes are discussed in six sections

corresponding to the questions under investigation. In the main

sections are addressed the types of teacher questions used, the

nature of teacher wait-time, the types of teacher follow-up to student

responses, the types of student responses to questions, the relationships

between teacher questioning and student responses, and the relationship

between student responses to oral and written questions posed during

reading instruction. Data related to each section are presented in

tabular form, and key points are treated in the text.

Teacher Questions

The first question of interest in this study was stated as follows:

What types of questions (e.g., rote/recall, use/application) do

special education teachers use to initiate interaction during reading

instruction in selected elementary level varying exceptionalities

classes? For this study, questioning categories from the COKER

instrument were used to record and describe teacher questions. These

categories included the following types of questions: (a) Open-ended/

No wrong answer, (b) Recaí1/Rote/Information, (c) Use or Application,

(d) Amplification/Evaluation/Elaboration--Student1s own idea, (e)

Amplification/Evaluation/Elaboration--Other student1s idea, (f) Status,
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and (g) Behavioral questions. (Definitions of these categories of

questions as used in this study may be found in Chapter 1.) A total

of 2203 questions were recorded in the 256 five-minute observations,

yielding an average of 8.6 questions asked per five minutes of

instruction. The data related to teacher use of specific types of

questions are summarized in Table 5.

The most frequently used type of question was the Rote/Recall/

Information question asked an average of 4.04 times per five minutes

of observation and representing 46 percent of all questions asked

during the observation periods. The next most frequently used were

Use/Application questions. Used an average of 2.26 times per five-minute

observation, these questions accounted for 24.8 percent of all questions

asked—approximately half the percentage of Recall/Rote questions.

Status questions were the only other type of question asked more than

an average of once per five-minute period; this type of question

represented 13.5 percent of those asked during the observations.

Considerable variability in the frequencies with which certain question

types were used was shown for individual teachers. For example, in

some classrooms Recall questions were asked twice as often as in

others. Similarly, in some groups ten times the number of Open-ended

and Elaboration/Evaluation questions, 13 times the number of Status

questions, and six times the number of Application questions were asked

than in other groups.

The least used questions were those asking for elaboration or

evaluation of another studentfs idea. Only two instances of the teacher

asking a student to comment in any way on another student's ideas or



Table5 TypesofQuestionsUsedbyTeachersDuringReadingInstruction QuestionType

Meanper5-min. Observation

SD

Range

Mean%ofall QuestionsAsked
SD

Range

Recall/Rote/Information

4.04

1.28

2.32-7.50

46.0

7.2

33.6-58.8

Use/Application

2.26

1.40

0.70-6.37

24.8

10.3

9.3-52.2

Status

1.08

0.65

0.22-2.35

13.5

9.1

2.4-31.1

OpenEnded/NoWrongAnswer

0.55

0.30

0.13-1.26

6.5

3.4

1.4-13.4

Amplification/Elaboration/Evaluation
0.44

0.23

0.15-0.94

5.3

3.0

1.3-12.0

Behavioral

0.31

0.24

0.00-0.80

3.9

3.4

0.0-10.6

AllTypesofQuestionsCombined
8.70

1.85

6.64-12.75

oo

K>
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responses occurred during the 256 observations. Given this very

small number of occurrences, the category was dropped and only

questions concerning amplification, elaboration, or evaluation of

students1 own ideas were considered in the analyses. For the remainder

of the text, Amplification/Elaboration/Evaluation questions refer to

one of these processes being requested of the student concerning his

or her own idea.

Of the remaining categories of questions, questions about

behavior were the least used, and occurred an average of only once

every three five-minute observations. These questions constituted

approximately 4 percent of all questions asked. Amplification/

Elaboration/Evaluation of Student’s Own Idea and Open-ended/No Wrong

Answer questions were only slightly more common, comprising 5.3 percent

and 6.5 percent of the questions recorded.

Teacher Wait-Time

The second question considered in this study was: What is the

nature of teacher wait-time (i.e., wait-times equalling or exceeding

three seconds vs. shorter wait-times) used during reading instruction

in varying exceptionalities classrooms? Wait-time was defined as the

time between the end of a teacher question and the beginning of a

student response or the time between the student response and teacher

follow-up to that response. In this study, teacher wait-time (TWT)

was recorded as the number of occurrences of three-second or longer

pauses after the presentation of a Recall/Rote, Use/Application, or

Amplification/Evaluation/Elaboration question or after the end of
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student responses to these questions. Duration was measured by the

observer*s mentally counting "1-1000, 2-1000, 3-1000.n

For only 4 percent (69 questions) of the total 1684 academic

questions of the three types named did teachers wait three seconds

or longer for student responses. In most cases, the researcherTs

count was interrupted by the teacher calling on a student or prompting

between the "1-1000" and T,2-1000M count, indicating that most teacher

wait-time was between one and two seconds in duration. Since only the

mental counting of time was used, more accurate assessments of this

duration could not be made.

Further analysis of these data revealed that in 47.6 percent or

approximately half of these cases, students correctly answered the

questions posed. The rest of the questions accompanied by extended

wait-time were responded to with incorrect/incongruent or no answers

from students. This breakdown was essentially the same when responses

to Rote/Recall (often referred to as lower-order questions) and Use/

Application (often referred to as higher-order questions) questions

were analyzed separately (see Table 6). Slightly more than half

(56.3 percent) of the recall questions and somewhat fewer than half

(41.2 percent) of the application questions were met with correct/

congruent student responses following extended teacher wait-time. On

only three occasions was extended TWT used with Amplification/Elaboration/

Evaluation questions. In one case, a correct student response followed

the TOT, but in the other two instances, students did not answer

correctly. Conclusions about the efficacy of TOT with these types of

questions cannot be made based on such small numbers.



Table6 TeacherWait-Time(>3seconds)andAssociatedStudentResponses QuestionTypeUsedwithTWT

StudentResponses
Corrects

Incorrects

NoAnswers

n%

n%

n%

AllRecall,Use,Amplification/ Elaboration/EvaluationQuestions Combined(n=69/1684,4.1%)

33/69

47.8

20/69

29.0

16/69

23.2

Recall/Rote(n=32/69,46.4%)

18/32

56.3

8/32

25.0

6/32

18.8

Use/Application(n=34/69,49.3%)
14/34

41.2

11/34

32.4

•

9/34

26.5

Amplification/Elaboration/Evaluation (n=3/69,4.3%)

1/3

33.3

1/3

33.3

1/3

33.3

00

Cn
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As noted above, this analysis is based on a relatively small number

of occurrences of extended teacher wait-time across all 14 teachers

observed. The 69 instances of extended teacher wait-time constitute

an average of only about five instances per teacher. Some teachers,

however, never used wait-time of three seconds or longer. Correct

responses to questions associated with extended teacher wait-time

ranged from an average of 16.7 percent to 100 percent for different

teachers with similar students and for similar questions. Whether

these same patterns and variability would be shown had the teachers

demonstrated greater use of wait-time cannot be determined from the

present data.

Teacher Follow-Up to Student Responses

The third question that was investigated for this study was:

What types of follow-up strategies (e.g., praise, telling, focusing)

do special education teachers use to respond to student answers during

reading instruction in selected elementary level varying exceptionalities

classrooms? A summary of the data representing the answer to this

question for the teachers observed is shown in Table 7. Of the 2203

questions asked to initiate instructional interaction, 1777 (80.7

percent) eventually received some type of teacher follow-up. This

constituted an average of seven occurrences of teacher follow-up to

student responses to questions per five-minute observation.

By far the most commonly used type of feedback to students was

telling, confirming, or giving information following correct responses;

it accounted for approximately half of all feedback given by these



Table7 TeacherFollow-UptoStudentResponsesDuringReadingInstruction Follow-UpType

Meanper 5Min. Observation
SD

Range

Mean%of
allFollow-up Given

SD

Range

Tells/Confirms/Gives Information

3.51

0.97

2.20-6.17

49.9

9.2

35.8-64.8

Focusing/Cueing

1.39

0.44

0.75-2.15

20.1

5.8

7.1-28.3

WrongAnswer/NoAnswer-- GivesInformation

0.81

0.31

0.44-1.53

11.2

3.0

CO

•

OO

1

•

PraiseWithoutExplanation
0.75

0.47

0.91-1.59

10.1

5.3

1.6-21.1

PraiseWithExplanation

0.20

0.18

0.00-0.53

2.7

2.4

0.0-7.0

Accepts/ChecksPerception
0.18

0.14

0.00-0.50

2.5

1.7

0.0-6.0

RepeatsSameQuestion

0.14

0.10

0.00-0.35

2.1

1.7

0.0-6.2

AsksAnotherStudent

0.07

0.11

0.00-0.29

1.0

1.5

0.0-3.9

UsesorExtends

0.01

0.04

0.00-0.13

0.2

0.5

0.0-1.6

Criticizes/Commands

0.01

0.03

0.00-0.11

0.1

0.3

0.0-1.3

AllTypesCombined

7.07

1.50

5.11-10.50

PercentofTotalQuestions AskedGivenFollow-Up
80.70%SD

=8.8

Range=68.5-
96.2

oo

^4
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special education teachers. They used this strategy an average of

3.5 times during a five-minute period--almost three times as often

as the next most frequently used type of follow-up which involved

focusing or cueing. Focusing/Cueing follow-ups comprised approximately

20 percent of the feedback given to students. The next most frequently

used categories of teacher follow-up were those in which the teacher

gave correct information following a wrong answer or no answer from

a student, and general praise; these types of feedback comprised an

average of 11.2 percent and 10.1 percent respectively of all follow-up

used. Criticism/Commands was the least used feedback, accounting for

less than 1 percent of the follow-up, and occurring from zero to once

in every 10 sessions observed. Other types of follow-up (Specific

Praise, Asks Another Student, Accepts/Checks Perception, Repeats Same

Question) each accounted for between 1 and 3 percent of all teacher

follow-up given, with Asks Another Student being used the least of

these categories. The frequency with which Uses or Extends occurred

was closer to the level of Criticism (i.e., almost never used in the

elementary level varying exceptionalities classes observed).

Student Responses

Student responses were examined to answer the fourth question

posed in this study concerning percentages of correct, incorrect,

and no answer responses to teacher questions posed during reading

instruction in selected elementary level varying exceptionalities

classrooms. For this analysis, again only responses to Rote/Recall,

Use/Application, and Amplification/Evaluation/Elaboration questions
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were examined since Behavioral, Status, and Open-Ended questions

were not always directly related to the content of the reading

instruction or did not elicit responses which could be considered

correct or incorrect.

Means, standard deviations, and ranges of student response to

academic questions and Ginn reading tests are presented in Table 8.

Responses classified as correct answers averaged 63.5 percent, with

the percentage ranging from 46.7 percent to 81.1 percent for individual

reading groups. An average of 28.6 percent of Rote/Recall, Use/

Application, and Amplification/Elaboration/Evaluation questions were

answered incorrectly or incongruently, with the range for individual

teacher's students falling between a low of 16.7 percent and a high of

38.3 percent. A mean of 8 percent of teacher questions from the

categories under investigation received no response at all from

students, but this, too, varied from 2.3 percent to 15 percent with

different groups. On the Ginn series reading mastery tests related to

the content of the lessons observed, students averaged 87.5 percent

correct responses. The range for individual groups extended from a

low average score of 78.4 percent to a high average score of 98.3

percent.

Relationships Between Questioning Variables and Responses

The fifth question addressed in this study was stated as follows:

What is the nature of the relationships between selected teacher

questioning variables (types of questions, teacher wait-time, and

types of follow-up) and student responses to oral and written questions
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Table 8

Student Responses to Recall, Use, and Amplification/Elaboration/
Evaluation Questions During Reading and on Ginn Tests

Response Type Mean % SD Range

Answers to Teacher Questions

Correct/Congruent 63.5 8.3 46.7-81.1

Incorrect/Incongruent 28.6 6.6 16.7-38.3

No Response 8.0 4.3 2.3-14.9

Answers to Ginn Reading Test

Correct/Congruent 87.5 5.6 78.4-98.3

These questions represent a total of 1684/2203 (76.4%) questions asked
across the 14 teachers observed.



in elementary level varying exceptionalities classrooms? For this

analysis Pearson product moment correlations were calculated between

the average percentages of correct responses made by students both

orally during instruction and in writing to questions on the Ginn

mastery tests associated with the reading content being covered

during observations and the percentages of various types of questions,

follow-up, and occurrences of extended teacher wait-time. The resulting

correlations and alpha levels are reported in Table 9.

The only categories significantly correlated with the percentage

of correct oral responses to academic questions were Status questions

(£ = -.45, £ < .05) and Focusing/Cueing follow-up (r =-.70, p < .01).

Thus, higher levels of status questions (e.g., "Do you understand?"

"Who's finished?" "Any more questions?" used to determine the status

of a student or group at the moment) and of Focusing/Cueing feedback

occurred with lower levels of correct student oral responses to academic

questions. It should be noted that Focusing/Cueing feedback followed

incorrect/incongruent or no answer student responses almost exclusively.

This type of follow-up was used to help students arrive at the correct

answers when they demonstrated difficulties. Focusing/Cueing feedback

seldom followed the correct responses with which they were being

compared in this correlation. Hence, the strong negative correlation

between correct student responses and Focusing/Cueing feedback would

be expected, and has little practical significance in this context.

In previous reviews of teacher effectiveness research by Medley

(1977) and Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974), relationships equivalent
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Table 9

Correlations Between Teacher Questioning Variables and Student Responses

Variables
Correct Student
Verbal Responses

Correct Student
Written Responses

(Ginn)

Teacher Questions

Recall/Rote .23 .38

Use/Application .37 -.18

Status -.45* .19

Open Ended/No Wrong Answer -.07 -.43

Amplification/Elaboration/Evaluation -.09 -.40

Behavioral -.22 -.02

Teacher Wait-Time Occurrences .21 -.33

Teacher Follow-Up

Tells/Confirms/Gives Information .33 -.23

Focusing/Cueing -.70** -.04

Wrong Answer/No Answer/Gives
Information -.21 .37

Praise Without Explanation .14 .19

Praise With Explanation .03 .02

Accepts/Checks Perception .10 -.03

Repeats Same Question .14 .06

Asks Another Student .23 .01

Uses or Extends -.11 .47*

Criticizes/Commands .35 -.27

*£ < .05
**£ < .01
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linear correlations of >.39 between any test and a criterion were

considered sufficiently reliable relationships and corresponding to

acceptable evidence of validity in general practice, in addition to

statistical significance at the .05 level. If this standard is

applied to the correlations between correct student responses and

categories of teacher questions, teacher wait-time, and types of

follow-up used, there still would not be additional noteworthy

relationships other than those mentioned. One question type and two

feedback type variables, however, approached the .39 level in their

relationship to correct student responses in oral questioning, namely,

application questions (_r = .37), telling or confirming teacher

follow-up after correct student responses Qr = .33), and teacher

follow-up involving criticism (v_ = .35). That is, higher levels of

application questions, of simple confirming responses to correct

answers, and of criticism following student responses tended to

occur with higher levels of correct student responses. The positive

correlation between criticism feedback and correct student responding

seems spurious since criticism was observed on only two occasions out

of all the observations, and accounted for only 0.1 percent of all

feedback given by teachers.

The only question or follow-up category significantly related to

correct written responses on the Ginn series reading mastery tests was

Uses/Extends feedback. High rates of teacher use of student answers to

extend the discussion or as a "bridge" to a new topic for discussion

were related to high rates of correct student responses. Given the
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extremely infrequent use of this type of follow-up (approximately once

in every five observations and accounting for only 0.2 percent of all

feedback given), the practical significance of this correlation is

questionable. Moderate positive, but insignificant correlations with

correct student responses on the Ginn reading mastery tests were found

for teacher use of factual questions (r = .38) and providing students

with correct answers following incorrect or no answer responses (r =

.37). That is, higher frequencies of factual questions and Telling/

Giving Information feedback from teachers occurred with higher scores

on the Ginn reading tests. Moderate negative, but insignificant

correlations were shown between Ginn scores and teacher use of

Amplification/Evaluation questions Cr =-.40) and Open-Ended questions

Cr = -.43). Higher scores on the Ginn tests occurred with lower levels

of asking students to elaborate upon their answers, and with lower

levels of open-ended or opinion questions.

None of the teacher wait-time categories were significantly

correlated with correct student responses on the Ginn mastery tests

in reading, nor did they meet the r > .39 criterion. A moderate

negative correlation (_r = -.33) was shown, however, between correct

responses on Ginn tests and teacher use of extended wait-time. Thus,

lower levels of extended TWT were observed with higher scores on the

Ginn reading tests. Again, it should be noted that extended wait-time

occurred for only a very small number of questions, and that student

or other teacher variables could well have influenced this outcome more

than wait-time itself.
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Relationship Between Student Oral Responses and Ginn
Reading Test Scores

The correlation coefficient between the percentage of correctly

answered oral Recall, Use, and Amplification/Elaboration/Evaluation

questions asked during reading instruction and the average scores for

the student groups on the Ginn reading mastery test covering the same

content was statistically insignificant Cr = .08). This analysis was

used to answer the sixth and final question posed in this study regarding

the relationship between student oral responses to teacher questions

during reading instruction and written responses on the Ginn reading

series mastery tests covering the same material. Little relationship

between the oral and written student responses was evident in the data

for the elementary level varying exceptionalities classes observed.

Discussion of these findings and implications for future study are

presented in the following chapter.

Summary of Results

During reading instruction in the elementary level varying

exceptionalities classrooms, teachers asked an average of 8.6 questions

per five minutes of observation. Almost half of these questions were

questions involving recall of factual information, whereas approximately

25 percent were questions requiring use or application of information.

Status questions constituted an average of 13.5 percent of the questions

asked. Teachers almost never asked students to amplify, elaborate upon,

or evaluate other students1 ideas, so the remaining 10 percent to 15

percent of questions asked included approximately equal percentages of
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questions regarding behavior, amplification, or evaluation of a student's

own idea or answer, and open-ended or opinion questions.

For only 4 percent of the academic questions asked did teachers

use extended wait-time (wait-time of 3 or more seconds in duration).

Of those questions associated with extended wait-time, an average of

47.8 percent were met with correct student responses, with the percentages

for individual teachers ranging from 16.7 percent to 100 percent. A

similar average and range also resulted when various categories of

questions were analyzed separately.

The most frequently used types of teacher follow-up to student

responses involved telling, confirming, or giving information for

correct responses (50 percent) and focusing or cueing for incorrect/

incongruent responses (20 percent). The other categories used regularly

were giving information for wrong or no answers and general praise.

Teachers seldom used specific praise, redirection, neutral acceptance,

or repetition of the same question as follow-up to student responses.

Criticism was almost never used by teachers as a response to students.

An average of 63.5 percent of oral academic questions were correctly

answered by students. Approximately one-fourth of the academic questions

were met with incorrect/incongruent responses, whereas 8 percent

received no response at all from students. Some variability in these

percentages was shown among the student groups, as was the case with

scores on the Ginn series reading tests. The average score for the

Ginn tests was 87.5 percent correct responses. Percentages of correct

oral responses to questions asked during reading instruction did not

significantly correlate with Ginn test scores.
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The only questioning, wait-time, or follow-up variables which

showed statistically significant (negative) relationships to the

average numbers of correct student oral responses were status

questions and focusing or cueing follow-up. Moderate, but

statistically nonsignificant positive correlations were shown

between correct student responses to academic questions and three

questioning variables, namely, application questions, teacher

confirmation of student responses, and criticism feedback.

Uses/Extends was the only feedback variable under study

significantly correlated with scores on the Ginn reading mastery tests,

but the practical significance of this finding is questionable due to

the extremely infrequent use of this type of follow-up by the

teachers observed. Moderate, but statistically nonsignificant

positive relationships resulted between Ginn scores and recall

questions, as well as between telling responses to incorrect student

answers and the Ginn scores. Amplification or elaboration questions

and opinion questions showed moderate, but statistically nonsignificant

negative relationships with Ginn scores, as did the total number of

occurrences of extended teacher wait-time. A discussion of these

results and implications for further study are presented in Chapter V.



CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Effectiveness, competence, and professionalism have become

watchwords in the campaign to improve teacher training and public

education. In reports such as "A Nation at Risk1' (1983) and ’’The

Gallup Education Surveys” (Elam, 1983), respected leaders have expressed

concerns about the questionable quality of teacher preparation and public

education, and the unquestionable lack of confidence in both. In

attempts to improve training for teachers who form the ’’front line”

of this country’s educational system, lists of competencies or skills

that teachers should demonstrate in their classrooms and for which

teacher training programs were responsible for imparting to graduates

have been developed.

In most cases, competency lists generated during the 1970’s, when

the competency-based teacher education movement became popular, were

the product of a consensus of expert opinions. More recently,

empirical investigations have been undertaken to determine which of the

proposed competencies were actually essential for promoting student

learning. Most of this teacher effectiveness research has been

conducted with general education populations.

98
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Some of the teacher effectiveness studies have been focused upon

teacher questioning and student responding in regular education

settings. Significant aspects of teacher questioning that have

been investigated include the types and levels of questions asked,

teacher wait-time before and after student responses, and teacher

follow-up to student answers. Little documentation of similar

teacher behaviors in special education classrooms exists.

The importance of teacher questioning to initiate learning

interactions and to determine if students remember, understand, and

can apply knowledge is apparent. Subfunctions of questions include

focusing of attention, management of participation and behavior,

assessment, motivation, and reinforcement of student learning. Student

responses also serve as an observable, measurable demonstration of

learning that has occurred or failed to occur, and as such, can be

used to help gauge teacher effectiveness.

While teacher questioning and follow-up to pupil responses do not

represent the sum total of teacher behaviors affecting student learning

outcomes, these teacher behaviors have been considered important

components of effective teaching. Most teacher competency lists and

observation/evaluation instruments include aspects of questioning.

The Florida Performance Measurement System (FPMS) used statewide in

Florida as a program of support, training, and documentation/evaluation

for beginning and master teachers includes recommendations and supporting

evidence for facets of questioning in five of six domains comprising the

system.
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Summary

The FPMS instrument and most others like it based upon teacher

effectiveness research have been developed in the context of regular

education classrooms. Few investigations have been conducted to

document teacher question-student response interactions that occur

in special education classrooms, or the applicability of suggestions

regarding best practices for teacher questioning to exceptional

education. Yet the FPMS and similar systems are being used to evaluate

both general and special education teachers alike. The need to describe

questioning and responding interactions in special education classrooms

and to determine relationships of recommended questioning strategies

to exceptional student responding resulted in the conduct of this

study.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to examine the types of questioning

strategies used by teachers of exceptional students during reading

instruction, the types of responses produced by their students, and

the relationships between teacher questioning strategies and student

responses. Specifically, classroom observations were conducted during

reading instruction in elementary level varying exceptionalities (VE)

classes serving high prevalence handicaps (specific learning

disabilities, mild emotional handicaps, and educable mental handicaps)

to address the following questions:

1. What types of questions do special education teachers use

to initiate interactions during reading instruction?



2. What is the nature of teacher wait-time used in questioning

interactions?

3. What types of follow-up strategies are used by special

educators during reading instruction?

4. What types of student responses to teacher questions occur

during reading instruction?

5. What is the nature of the relationships between selected

teacher questioning variables and student responses to

written and oral questions in reading?

6. What is the nature of the relationship between student

responses to oral questions posed during reading instruction

and written questions on the Ginn reading series mastery

tests covering the same content?

Method

To obtain data to answer these questions, a total of 256 five-

minute observations of 14 teachers and their students was completed

during reading instruction in elementary level varying exceptionalities

classrooms. Teacher questioning, wait-time, and follow-up to student

answers, and pupil responses to questions were recorded. In addition,

student scores on the Ginn reading series mastery tests related to

lessons observed and information on student and teacher marker

variables were obtained from participating teachers. Frequencies and

percentages of the various types of questions, teacher wait-time,

feedback, and student responses as well as Pearson product moment

correlations between aspects of teacher questioning and student

responding were then calculated.
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Participants. All 19 teachers of elementary level VE students

in Alachua County were asked to take part in this study. The 14

teachers who volunteered represented 74 percent of the total number

eligible to participate. Most of the teachers were white females

with three to 10 years of teaching experience, bachelor’s or master’s

degrees, multiple Florida special education teaching certifications,

and worked without aides in their classrooms (see Chapter III for

additional details about participating teachers and students).

The groups of students who were observed interacting with the

individual teachers (14 groups of two to five students, total n = 45)

were comprised predominantly of third and fourth grade black males of

low socioeconomic status diagnosed as learning disabled or emotionally

handicapped students. Average IQs for the groups ranged between 61.5

and 99.3, with a mean IQ of 86.2 across groups. Lower IQ groups were

working in lower level texts within the Ginn reading series, so the

difficulty of the material presented was commensurate with the ability

levels of the respective groups. Texts in use ranged from upper first

grade to beginning third grade level in the Ginn series.

Instrumentation. Data collected during classroom observations

were recorded on the Classroom Observation Form (see Appendix B), a

modification of the teacher questioning and follow-up and student

response sections of the Classroom Observations Keyed for Effectiveness

Research (COKER) instrument (Coker $ Coker, 1982). Provided on the

observation form were spaces for coding categories involving question

type, congruence of student responses, teacher wait-time, and follow-up
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column the teacher and student behaviors as they occurred during

observation. Data were collected in a series of five-minute

observations across at least three visits to each teacher’s classroom

by the researcher who was formally trained in the use of the COKER

categories. Observer agreement checks were performed for

approximately 28 percent of the teachers by other observers also

trained in the COKER system, and averaged 81 percent agreement--a

level considered acceptable by the authors and researchers who

conducted validation studies of the COKER. The Classroom Information

Form developed for this study (see Appendix C) was used to record

information on student and teacher marker variables provided by

participating teachers. The Ginn reading series mastery tests related

to the content presented during observations were chosen as the product

for measuring student responses to questions in written form. This

particular reading series is mandated for use in all elementary

(including VE) classrooms throughout the county and mastery tests

are typically administered by a reading specialist other than the

classroom teacher.

Design. Comprehensive information on questioning strategies used

by special education teachers does not exist in the professional

literature. Consequently, a descriptive and correlational study was

selected as an appropriate method of forming a knowledge base upon

which to build future studies. The percentages of the.various types

of questions, occurrences of extended teacher wait-time, and follow-up

used by the teachers of the elementary level VE students observed as
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well as the percentages of correct pupil responses to oral and written

questions were calculated and presented in table form (Chapter IV).

Pearson product moment correlations were used to describe relationships

between teacher questioning and pupil response variables of concern

in this study.

Discussion

In the remainder of this chapter are presented a summary of the

results of this investigation as related to previous work and a

discussion of these findings in relation to the specific questions

addressed in this study. Topics presented include types of teacher

questions used, the nature of teacher wait-time, types of teacher

follow-up to pupil responses, and types of student responses,

relationships between teacher questioning and student responding,

and the relationship between student responses to oral and written

questions posed during reading instruction in elementary level

varying exceptionalities classes.

Teacher Questions
a

The teachers observed for this study resembled primary teachers

in other studies (Floyd, 1960; Gall, 1970; Guzak, 1967; Stevens, 1912)

who also asked relatively high numbers of questions during instruction,

most of which involved recall of factual information (lower order

questions). Considering the nature of reading instruction at the

elementary level (training in fundamentals of vocabulary, decoding,

and sight word recognition), and the need for repetition demonstrated
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by many exceptional students, this emphasis on recall is not surprising

and probably desirable. The small percentages of questions asking

students to amplify or evaluate responses of their peers, to give

their opinions on topics, or to correct their inappropriate behaviors,

depicts the typical elementary VE classroom teacher during reading as

one who is in control of interactions, academically focused, spending

less time in management, and more time in skill practice and factual

recall. This is precisely the description that Coker, Lorentz, and

Coker (1976), Medley (1977), and Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974)

offered of the effective teacher of lower SES primary level students.

Approximately three-fourths of the students in this study fell into

this category. The recall questions used by the teachers observed

resulted in a moderate positive correlation with correct student responses

on the Ginn reading tests. This relationship may be a reflection of the

positive effects of practice or of the composition of the mastery tests.

Most of the Ginn unit tests are comprised of only 15 percent to 20

percent comprehension questions (some of which involve factual recall),

and the majority of questions deal with lower level vocabulary, word

recognition, and decoding items. Therefore, students get tested

primarily on factual questions which they have been given the most

practice in answering. The moderate negative correlation between

questions requiring students to amplify or evaluate their responses

(i.e., provide supporting reasons) and Ginn scores supports the test

theory. Such higher order questions tend not to be included on the

Ginn mastery tests, so additional practice in answering them would not
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be likely to directly improve Ginn test scores. The students may

also be less adept at answering these types of questions since they

receive the least practice in answering them.

The VE teachers observed used only half as many application,

evaluation, or elaboration questions as they did factual questions.

Yet, these higher order questions showed a moderate positive (although

statistically insignificant) relationship to correct student oral

responses during reading. This relationship may reflect somewhat of

a fflearning to learn'1 phenomenon, in that practice in answering these

types of more difficult questions may improve students' abilities to

correctly answer them and other types of questions posed during verbal

interactions. Another possibility is that teachers asked higher order

questions primarily of students they felt could answer these questions

correctly.

A moderate negative correlation was found between correct verbal

student responses and status questions, and between opinion questions

and Ginn scores. These relationships support the idea that the more

time teachers spend avoiding opinion questions in favor of asking

academic questions and having students actually demonstrate their

understanding of academic knowledge/skills as a basis for teacher

feedback (rather than asking "Do you understand?" "Do you need help?"

"Are there any questions?” which would be classified as status

questions), the more successful students tend to be on outcome measures

such as oral responding and written tests.
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Teacher Wait-Time

As Rowe (1974) found with general education teachers she studied,

most of the elementary VE teachers made little use of extended teacher

wait-time (TWT) in their questioning interactions. For only 4 percent

of the academic questions recorded did these special education

teachers use wait-time of three seconds or more. Most teachers waited

between one and two seconds for their students to respond or before

interjecting further comments. In about half of the questions

accompanied by extended TWT, students answered correctly. There was

great variability among student groups, however, in the percentage of

correctly answered questions following TWT, as well as in the frequency

with which individual teachers used extended TWT. Correct responses

accounted for from 16.7 percent to 100 percent of pupil answers

following questions accompanied by TWT. Some teachers never waited

three seconds or longer for students to answer, whereas others used TWT

for almost 8 percent of their questions. A point of consistency, on the

other hand, was the decided absence of behavior problems during extended

teacher wait-time. Slowing the pace of questioning and answering with

wait-time did not appear to contribute to student off-task behavior

during observations.

The relatively small number of occurrences of extended teacher

wait-time made it impossible to determine with any certainty the extent

to which wait-time influenced correct responding in the students

observed. This variable needs to be studied under more controlled

conditions to determine if TWT contributes to the high percentages of

correct responses following wait-time observed in some groups or if
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other factors are largely responsible for any performance differences.

Such investigation seems warranted considering the positive effects of

TWT in other populations which include increased responding from slower

students, more student initiations, and fewer failures to respond.

Elementary VE students are typically behind academically, often

slower to respond in the case of mentally handicapped students or

impulsive in responding as is often characteristic of learning disabled

or emotionally handicapped students, and have been identified as needing

to improve upon their communication skills. Extended TWT may be a

relatively easy way for teachers to improve student responding if it

can be shown to have positive effects alone or in combination with

other techniques. Such effects would then have to be weighed against

the merits of briskly paced instruction advocated by Becker (1977),

Camine and Silbert (1979), and Englert (1983, 1984) for students with

academic deficits.

The effects of wait-time may be different for different categories

of exceptionalities. Emotionally handicapped students whose IQs are

typically average or above may profit more from TWT than mentally

retarded students. On the other hand, the retarded students whose

response times are often slower than average may benefit from TWT

as well. The differential effects of TWT for various exceptionalities,

for different subject matter, and for various types of lessons

(introductory, developmental, review, etc.) was not addressed in this

study, but may prove a worthwhile topic for future research.
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Teacher Follow-Up

In response to studentsf answers to questions presented orally

during reading instruction, the VE teachers observed used most

frequently telling or confirming feedback-verbal behaviors to

signify that students were correct without elaboration--for correct

answers, and focusing or cueing follow-up for incorrect or no

responses from students. This replicated Zahorikfs (1968) finding that

out of a possible 175 different types of feedback given by the teachers

he observed, simple confirmation responses proved to be one of three

types of feedback most frequently used in general elementary education

classrooms. Anderson et al. (1979) and Soar (1966) found that such

simple, positive teacher responses reflected a drill pattern with

little feedback which was positively related to student achievement

for primary level, low SES students. These researchers, however,

identified a high rate (80 percent or greater) of correct student

responding as an important part of the pattern for effective teaching.

The teachers in the present study may have increased their own

effectiveness had they raised more questions to which students could

respond correctly. As it was, these 14 teachers averaged a correct

oral response rate from their students of only 63 percent of the

academic questions asked.

Focusing or cueing feedback provided to students after incorrect

or no responses has also been identified by Anderson et al. (1979),

Brophy and Evertson (1977), and Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974) as

effective for promoting achievement with low SES students similar to
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those who took part in this study. This type of feedback helped

students arrive at correct answers by providing hints or clues to

clarify the problem, guide responding, or highlight the process by

which answers could be found. The significant negative correlation

that was observed between correct student verbal responses and focusing/

cueing feedback was probably the result of this type of feedback being

used almost exclusively for incorrect or no answer pupil responses.

Teachers seldom used this process feedback to follow-up on correct

answers. Rather, they typically used simple confirmation or general

praise for congruent responses. This seemed appropriate since the

only students in previous research found to benefit from process

feedback for correct responses were high achieving or higher SES pupils.

There was little relation of either focusing/cueing or telling feedback

to the Ginn reading test scores in the present study.

The next most frequently used types of teacher follow-up were

those in which the teacher told students the correct answers following

incorrect or no responses, and provision of praise without explanation

when pupils responded correctly. In most teacher effectiveness research

done with elementary level students, investigators have found support

for the benefits of more sustained feedback to correct student errors

and to reduce initial failures to respond. The teachers of the

elementary VE students observed for this study, however, seemed to

reserve telling feedback for review and reinforcement lessons involving

simple concepts to which the students had already been introduced. In

this context, teacher provision of the correct answer following a
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student’s mistake, rather than process feedback, seemed effective as

a model for correct responding and a way to keep the pace of instruction

or review brisk. The rapid pace gave students more opportunities

for practice in that more question-answer interactions could take

place during.faster paced lessons. Telling teacher responses to

incorrect or no answers from students showed a moderate positive

correlation to the Ginn reading scores by which student progress in

reading is officially measured. This same relationship was not

observed between telling feedback and oral student responses, however,

probably because this type of feedback was never used by teachers

after correct answers. The higher the level of correct responses,

the less need for teachers to spend time correcting errors by giving

students the correct information as feedback.

The frequent use of nonspecific praise following pupil responses

evidenced in this study has received mixed reviews in previous research

regarding its effectiveness for promoting learning among elementary

level, low SES students in reading. The present study did little to

clarify the role of praise without explanation, since small,

insignificant relationships resulted between the general and specific

praise feedback given by teachers and correct oral or written student

responses in reading.

General praise also proved to be the type of feedback showing

the most variability in use among teachers, with some using praise

without explanation approximately 20 times as much as others. For

some of those teachers demonstrating such high rates of nonspecific
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reinforce students. Student affect observed upon receipt of nonspecific

praise seemed positive, however. General praise also provided a way

for the teacher to encouragingly respond to students beyond simple

acknowledgement without interrupting or unduly slowing the pace of

instruction or practice. The merits of nonspecific praise as such

seem to warrant further investigation, especially considering that

general praise is deemed an indicator of ineffective teaching on the

Florida Performance Measurement System. With the effects of this type

of feedback remaining uncertain, it seems less than prudent to

penalize special education teachers on their evaluations for engaging

in this behavior.

The VE teachers observed used only about one-fourth as much

specific as general praise. Specific praise or praise with explanation

involves clearly indicating to the student what he or she did that was

praiseworthy. Since some of the major teacher effectiveness researchers

(Anderson et al., 1979; Brophy, 1981; Soar, 1966) did find specific

praise feedback to be positively related to achievement in the primary

grades and since such information logically seems helpful in initial

stages of concept learning, perhaps a more balanced use of general and

specific praise is indicated as most effective in promoting learning.

This may be especially true for the teachers in this study who never

or almost never used specific praise. Further research into the use

of specific vs. general praise in various types of lessons (e.g.,

introductory vs. practice and review lessons) with special students

seems warranted.
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Specific praise, neutral acceptance, repetition of the same

question, redirection, using or extending the student’s comment, and

criticism each accounted for less than 3 percent of all feedback given

by teachers. In previous teacher effectiveness studies, both asking

another student when the first student called upon failed to answer

correctly (redirection) and criticism have generally been negatively

correlated to achievement for elementary level, low SES students.

No definitive relationship was found in the teacher effectiveness

literature between the other low frequency variables noted in this

study and student achievement.

In this study, the teacher using or extending a student response

as a bridge to the next topic showed a positive and significant

relationship to correct answers on the Ginn reading tests. Teacher

criticism also showed a moderate positive, but insignificant correlation

with correct student oral responses to questions posed during reading

lessons. This means that students who scored higher on the Ginn tests

in one instance, and who answered more oral questions correctly in the

second case, had teachers who used higher levels of extending and

criticizing types of feedback. These findings resemble those of

previous researchers with high achieving or higher SES students. The

extremely low incidence of either extensions or criticism in the

present study, however, makes the practical significance of the

observed moderate correlations highly questionable. Most of the

teachers never used either type of follow-up with their students during

observations, so recommendations regarding these types of feedback

cannot be made with any certainty given the present data.



Student Responses

The elementary VE students observed for this study averaged

approximately 63 percent correct responses to the recall, application,

and elaboration/evaluation questions asked by their teachers during

reading instruction. Correct responding among individual groups

ranged from a low of 47 percent correct to a high of 81 percent correct

responses. Very few of the teachers (only three out of 14) of those

observed for this study achieved the minimal 80 percent success rate

suggested by Anderson et al. (1979), Brophy and Evertson (1977),

Rosenshine (1983), and Stevens and Rosenshine (1981) as optimal for

promoting learning among elementary level, low SES students.

The 80 percent level of success, however, was achieved by students

on the Ginn reading mastery tests before they were allowed to progress

to the next unit in the text. The teachers appeared to send students

to the reading specialists to be tested on reading units only when they

judged students proficient enough in the skills to pass the test. It

was not uncommon for teachers to provide supplemental drill and

practice activities to students to help them master material and skills

presented in the regular Ginn series before they were formally tested.

There seemed to be considerable differences in the rates at which

individual teachers covered material presented in the Ginn reading

texts and workbooks, although exact dates for the amounts of material

covered were not a part of the formal data collection for this study.

The rate at which material was covered may influence student learning

and provide information about teacher efficiency. Rates, therefore,
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should be included as an outcome measure along with accuracy in

future studies.

The majority of the teachers observed offered unsolicited remarks

regarding the inappropriateness of the Ginn series for special education

students because it did not afford sufficient opportunities for

practice or the small sequential steps in presentation of concepts

needed by pupils with learning problems. The pacing and difficulty

level of the Ginn materials may have accounted for the low correct

response rates during question and answer interactions observed during

the reading instruction. A series that offers more direct, sequential

instruction in the fundamentals of reading may have helped the observed

students learn more efficiently. A comparison of the Ginn series with

direct instruction reading programs used with special students to

determine accuracy, rates of learning, and generalization of reading

skills learned would make a worthy area for future research.

Chapter Summary

Overall, the teachers of elementary level varying exceptionalities

students observed for this descriptive study resembled effective

teachers of elementary level, lower SES students as described by

researchers dealing with general education populations. During reading

instruction they asked predominantly recall or factual questions,

maintained an academic focus, and infrequently asked opinion, amplification,

or behavioral questions. Seldom was extended TWT used before or after

student responses. The special education teachers relied primarily on

telling/confirmation feedback and general praise to follow up on correct
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generally followed by focusing/cueing prompts or telling/giving

information feedback from teachers. Little use was made of other

types of feedback including specific praise. Considerable variability
was observed among individual teachers in the types of questions asked

and feedback used to follow student responses. Less variability was

noted in students' oral and written responding despite the differences

evidenced by their teachers. Few significant relationships resulted

between teacher questioning variables and student responses in the

present study. Student oral responses and Ginn reading test scores

were similarly unrelated.

The students1 rate of correct responding to questions presented

orally during reading was below the 80 percent level recommended for

optimal learning with low SES or low achieving students. Their low

success rate may have been a reflection of the Ginn reading series

which the majority of teachers criticized for lacking the small

sequential steps, focus on single concepts in single lessons, and

opportunities for students to practice and master skills before being

presented with new material. The low rate of correct responding may

also represent an area in which the teachers could improve instruction

by asking more questions that students could answer correctly in a

mastery learning mode, or by providing more prequestion prompts as

models for correct responding before asking "testing" questions of

students. Not only the level of correct student responding, but also

the rate at which units are covered should be considered in future

investigations as an indicator of teacher performance.
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Another area meriting further investigation is the systematic
use of extended teacher wait-time with various special education
populations in the context of different types of lessons (introductory,
developmental, review, etc.) and following various types of questions.
The benefits of general vs. specific praise feedback in various lesson

contexts, and of telling vs. focusing/cueing feedback in these same

lessons may also prove worthy topics for future research.

The fact that considerable variability in teacher questioning,
wait-time, and feedback behaviors was observed with similar student
results on the Ginn reading mastery tests may suggest that various
combinations of teacher behaviors may yield similar student outcomes.
This study served only to describe teacher questions and follow-up and
a small number of student responses for a limited population of special
education teachers and their pupils. The need remains to determine
the value of the specific instructional components observed and how

they might be managed, combined, and coordinated to improve performance
of special students and to compliment the teaching styles of individual
educators.
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APPENDIX A
ALACHUA COUNTY ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION PLACEMENT

Emotionally Handicapped

Emotionally Handicapped--one, who after receiving supportive
educational assistance and counseling services available to all

students, still exhibits a persistent and consistent severe emotional

handicap which consequently disrupts the student's own learning
process. This is the student whose inability to achieve adequate
academic progress or satisfactory interpersonal relationships cannot
be attributed primarily to physical, sensory or intellectual deficits.
This term does not include children who are socially maladjusted
unless it is determined that they are also emotionally handicapped.

Severely Emotionally Disturbed--one who meets the criteria stated

above and, in addition, requires a special program for the full school

week and extensive supportive services.

1. Criteria for Eligibility
a. Emotionally Handicapped

(1) Evidence that the student, after receiving appropriate

supportive educational assistance and counseling, still
exhibits a severe emotional handicap.
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(2) Evidence that the student exhibits a persistent and

consistent severe emotional handicap as determined by

documented observations and psychological evaluation.

(3) Evidence that the behavior disrupts the student’s

ability to achieve adequate academic progress or

develop satisfactory interpersonal relationships.

(4) Evidence that the primary problem of the student cannot

be attributed primarily to physical, sensory, or

intellectual deficits.

Educable Mentally Handicapped

Educable Mentally Handicapped--one who is mildly impaired in

intellectual and adaptive behavior and whose development reflects

a reduced rate of learning. The measured intelligence of an educable

mentally handicapped student generally falls between two (2) and

three (3) standard deviations below the mean, and the assessed

adaptive behavior falls below age and cultural expectations.

1. Criteria for Eligibility

a. The measured level of intellectual functioning, as determined

by performance on an individual test of intelligence, is

between two (2) and (3) standard deviations below the mean.

The standard error of measurement may be considered in

individual cases. The profile of intellectual functioning

shows consistent sub-average performance in a majority of

areas evaluated.

b. The assessed level of adaptive behavior is below age and

cultural expectations.
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c. Sub-average performance on a standardized measure of

academic achievement is demonstrated.

Specific Learning Disabilities

Specific Learning Disabilities--one who exhibits a disorder in

one (1) or more of the basic psychological processes involved in
4

understanding or in using spoken and written language. These may be
manifested in disorders of listening, thinking, reading, talking,
writing, spelling, or arithmetic. They do not include learning problems
which are due primarily to visual, hearing, or motor handicaps, to

mental retardation, emotional disturbance, or to an environmental

deprivation.

1. Criteria for Eligibility
A student is eligible if the following criteria are met:

a. Evidence of a disorder in one (1) or more of the basic

psychological process areas. Basic psychological process
areas include visual, auditory, motor and language processes.

Only tests or subtests appropriate for the studentfs

chronological age shall be used for placement purposes.

Hereafter, the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities

shall be abbreviated as, ITPA; the Detroit Tests of Learning
Aptitude as DTLA. Required batteries appropriate to age and

by process cluster are as follow:

(1) Chronological ages 5.0 through 10.0

(a) Visual Cluster

ITPA Reception
ITPA Association
ITPA Closure
ITPA Memory
ITPA Manual Expression
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(b) Auditory Cluster

ITPA Reception
ITPA Association
ITPA Grammatic Closure
ITPA Memory
ITPA Verbal Expression

(c) Visual Motor Cluster

Beery Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration
Bender Motor Gestalt Test

(2) Chronological ages above 10.0

(a) Visual Cluster

DTLA Memory for Objects
DTLA Memory for Letters
DTLA Disarranged Pictures

(b) Auditory Cluster

DTLA Memory for Words
DTLA Memory for Sentences
DTLA Verbal Opposites
DTLA Likeness and Differences

(c) Visual Motor Cluster

Beery
DTLA Memory for Design
DTLA Motor Speed

Cluster scores shall be averaged and disorders shall be defined

according to the instructions of each testfs author(s).
b. Evidence of academic achievement which is significantly below

the student1s level of intellectual functioning.
(1) For students below age seven (7), evidence must be

presented that the student exhibits a discrepancy of one

standard deviation or more between an intellectual

standard score and an achievement standard score(s) in

thinking, reading, talking, writing, spelling or
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arithmetic. Students with deficits in reading and/or

arithmetic may be considered for exceptional student

placement if other applicable criteria are met. Students

with deficits in other areas may be offered consultative

services.

(2) For students ages seven (7) through ten (10), evidence

must be presented that the student exhibits a discrepancy

of one (1) standard deviation or more between an - intellectual

standard score and academic standard score(s) in reading,

writing, arithmetic or spelling.

(3) For students ages eleven (11) and above, evidence must be

presented that the student exhibits a discrepancy of one

and one-half (1%) standard deviations or more between an

intellectual standard score and academic standard score in

reading, writing, arithmetic or spelling.

(4) For students ages seven (7) and above with deficits in

reading and/or arithmetic, exceptional student placement

may be considered if other applicable criteria are met.

Students with deficits in other areas may be offered

consultative services.

(5) If more than one academic instrument is used to document

a weakness, the results must consistently show deficits

in the same academic area. If more than one level of

functioning is obtained, the mean level of functioning

will be used to establish a deficit.
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(6) For eligible students functioning at or above their

current grade levels, consultative services may be

offered.

c. Evidence that learning problems are not due primarily to

other handicapping conditions.

(1) For students with intellectual deficits, evidence that

intellectual functioning is no more than one (1)

standard deviation below the mean on an individual test

of intellectual functioning or evidence that a score below

one (1) standard deviation below the mean is not a reliable

indicator of the student*s potential. Intellectual

functioning will be determined by the use of the full

scale score derived from the standard battery instrument.

(2) For students with visual processing deficits, evidence

that visual acuity is at least 20/70 in the better eye

with best possible correction, or evidence that the

student’s inability to perform adequately on tasks which

require visual processing is not due to poor visual acuity.

(3) For students with auditory processing or language deficits,

evidence that the loss of auditory acuity is no more than

30 decibels in the better ear unaided or evidence that

the student’s inability to perform adequately on tasks

which require auditory processing of language is not due

to poor auditory acuity.

(4) For students with a motor handicap, evidence that their

inability to perform adequately on tasks which assess the
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basic psychological processes is not due to the emotional

handicap.

d. Documented evidence which indicates that general educational

alternatives have been attempted and found to be ineffective

in meeting the student’s educational needs.



APPENDIX B

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION FORM



Observer:

School Teacher Group Age/ Date Visit Observ. #
Size Grade

Start Time:
Time:

PUPIL RESPONSES

*

1

3-sec.
TWT

Correct/
Congruent

Incorr./
Incongruent

No
Answer

Totals
§ %

QUESTIONING
Open-Ended/No Wr. Ansr.
Amplification/Elab./Eval.
Student's Own Idea

Amplification/Elab./Eval. %

Other Student’s Idea
Behavioral Question
Status Question

%

Recaí1/Rote/Info.

Use or Application

Totals
RESPONDING

Praise With Explanation
Praise Without Explanation
Tells/Confirms/Gives Info.
Wrong/No Ansr.-Gives Info.
Focusing/Cueing
Asks Another Student

Accepts/Checks Perception
Repeats After Feedback
Uses or Extends
Criticizes/Commands

Totals

Activities/Materials/Comments:

Students Observed:
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APPENDIX C

CLASSROOM INFORMATION FORM



Observation Number:

Date:

Time:

School:

Teacher: .

FL Certification:

Yrs. Experience:

# In Classroom:

# In Group:

Nature of Activities:

Materials:

Latest Degree Earned:

Aide? Fulltime Parttime None

Student Information

Name Grade Age Except.
Reading
Level

(Ginn)

Other

Rdg.
Instr.

Unit
Score

(Ginn)
IQ SES Race

i.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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